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Announcers Strike WRTC
Black announcers at WRTC, the campus
radio station, have begun a strike against
the station over the question of who will
decide on programming "black experience"
shows.
Reginald Martin, an announcer for the
station and chairman -of the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks (TCB), said, "WRTC
will not be on the air either until this thing is
settled." He said the announcers had "legal
methods" of stopping the station from
broadcasting--but he would not say what the
group had in mind.
He said he expected some sort of set-
tlement of the dispute by the middle of next
week.
Meanwhile, in a letter to the editor today,
signed "Trinity Coalition of Blacks," TCB
accused the management of the station with
trying "to deny the development of creative
and legitimate programming geared to the
Black community of Greater Hartford."
(TCB's statement is re-printed in its
entirety on this page.)
The letter also protested the "un-
compromising decision" of the station
managers in blocking out program time for
announcers who do music, talk, and public
affair shows relating to the black ex-
perience-jazz, for example.
Martin said the letter grew out of con-
versations between "individual announcers
who happen to be black" and represen-
tatives of the station Sunday night.
Martin, who does a radio show each week,
said the black announcers at the station had
worked out an agreement last semester with
Kevin Gracey, then station manager of
WRTC, and Timothy Tilson, program
director, under which black announcers got
a block of 22 hours each week to program as
they wished. He said this arrangement had
worked out well.
(Continued on P. 3)
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WRTC's directors (from the left, Charles Ward, station
manager, Timothy Tillson, program director, and Ridge Evers,
director of development) sit in the radio station's studios. Black
announcers are on strike at the station because the three
allegedly want to deny blacks the chance to program their own
shows. The directors say the black announcers misunderstood
their position.
TCB Statement
To the Editor: r'
We the Trinity Coalition of Blacks recognize the move of the WRTC
managing staff, specifically Chuck Ward, Tim Tillson and their advising
cohort Ridge Evers, as being instrumental in the continuing attempt to
deny the development of creative and legitimate programming geared to
the Black community of Greater Hartford. We protest their un-
compromising decision and will not allow such to stand!!!
The eradication of Black Programming is stifling the creative ex-
pression of Black people on this campus. We recognize their refusal to
acknowledge the request of the people for more relevant programming as
one of many attempts to deny any and all efforts by Black people for
adequate Black programming.
This exemplifies the inherent injustice in the handling of policy making
procedures in the communication media on a national level, i.e. the at-
tempted extermination of Black Journal and other relevant programs. As
a body we acknowledge this is a part of the struggle with other brothers
and sisters to maintain a voice within this institution of an oppressive
society. On thatnote we will not allow outselves to be muted.
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
Tripod Policy
We want to make it clear that the TRIPOD has an editorial com-
mitment to give all interested parties a chance to respond to allegations
made against them by others.
In the case of WRTC and TCB, we received TCB's letter to the editor on
a Sunday night. Because of the allegations made in it, we revealed the
charges to WRTC's board of directors and asked them for some
background and any comments they might have.
Having received a statement from WRTC we told what they had to say
to TCB spokesmen-which we thought was only fair.
We learned, however, that TCB had not wanted us to reveal the letter to
anyone until today and felt that we had violated a trust in revealing the
content of the letter prematurely. And because no one was supposed to
know what they had said yet, they requested that we should not run
WRTC's reply.
Given the extraordinary nature of the situation and willing to concede
that in this case we may have been indiscrete, we decided not to run
WRTC's statement at this time. We can assure our readers, however, that
a full exposition of the station's position, as explained to us with regard to
the meeting between station representatives and black announcers
Sunday night, is included.
The decision was not an easy one for the editorial board to come to and
we wish to apologize to WRTC for the action. We will run their full
reaction to TCB's statement next Tuesday.
For the future, however, no group or individual may assume that a
letter to the editor, which is to appear in print, will be kept confidential if
it contains charges or allegations of such import as to require a full public
debate.
Outlines Of The Vietnam Truce
A cease-fire throughout North and' South
Vietnam went into effect on January 25 at 7
p.m. There was heavy fighting between the
two sides preceding the truce,
Henry Kissinger, the principle, American
negotiator, said he expected a cease-fire in
Laos soon. -
The United States began removing or de-
activating mines on the Vietnam coast
Saturday.
All Americans involved in combat must
leave within 60 days of the signing, except
for economic advisers and technicians who
Draft Ends
The military draft is over announced
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird, Saturday.
According to the New York Times this will
allow President Nixon to achieve his goal of
an all volunteer military force six months
ahead of the June 30 deadline.
Laird said,"With the signing of the peace
agreement in Paris today, and after
receiving a report from the Secretary of the
Army that he foresees no need for further
inductions, I wish to inform you that the
armed forces henceforth will depend ex-
clusively on volunteer soldiers, sailors,
may stay. North Vietnamese troops can stay •
in the South, but there can be no troop
replacements. No deadline has been set for
the withdrawal of foreign troops from Laos
and Cambodia.
The Pentagon also began receiving a list
of American prisoners from the Vietnamese
Communists in Paris, Saturday. The names
will be made public after the families have
been notified. All of the prisoners will be
released at intervals of 15 days each, during
a 60 days period.
An international commission from
Canada, Hungary, Indonesia, and Poland, is
to supervise the release of prisoners, troop
withdrawals, elections, and other aspects of
the agreement.
A joint military commission, with forces
from the United States, South Vietnam, the
National Liberation Front and North Viet-
nam, is to conduct preliminary in-
vestigations of violations and report to the
international commission. The U.S. and
North Vietnam will withdraw from the joint
commission within 60 days.
The U.S. and North Vietnamese agreed to
respect "the South Vietnamese people's
right to self determination." The present
government of President Nguyen Van Thieu
will remain in office, pending an election.
Although no date has been set for the
election, it will be supervised by a National
Council of National Reconciliation and
Concord, consisting of members from the
South Vietnamese Government, com-
munists, and neutralists.
Tripod Hearing Today
airmen, and marines. The use of the draft
has ended."
Men born in 1953 and after will not be
subject to the draft said the New York
Times. The same applies to men born before
1953 who have not yet been drafted.
Congress mandated that Reserves and
National Guardsmen must be called up
before the draft can be reinstated. Men will
still be required to register when they turn
18, and will be assigned lottery numbers
based on their birthdays, said the New York
Times.
The Student Activities Committee (SAC)
will hold a hearing today on a complaint
from the Mather Hall Board of Governors
(MHBOG) that the Tripod has failed to give
them proper coverage.
The immediate cause of • the MHBOG
complaint was the Tripod's failure to in-
clude more than a sentence in last week's
issue aboutthe David Buskin free concert at
the Washington Room, according to Norman
Luxembourg '75, MHBOG chairman.
Luxembourg said that the purpose of the
complaint was to find out why the Tripod
was not giving advance coverage to their
events and to find out how to get more
coverage.
Luxembourg said that MHBOG will
provide more free events but "If students,
don't know about them, they won't go."
As an example, Luxembourg pointed out
that Bill Baird, a national figure in the
movement to legalize abortion, received no
publicity in the Tripod and only 75 people
came to see him last semester.
"It's frustrating to put together a good
show and then have nobody show upt"
Said Tripod editor Matt Moloshok, "I
agree."
t
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Viewpoints On LBJ
Perspective
The Symbols of Manhood
By Michelle Toomey
According to Theodore Sorenson in
Decision Making In the White House,
"the only way to assure good presidential
decisions is to elect and support good
Presidents." However, when one reflects
on Presidents Johnson's decisions
regarding civil rights and Medicare on
the one hand and the Vietnam war on the
other, it is difficult to reconcile the
ingredients of good presidential
decisions.
It is perhaps enlightening to note the
comment Sorenson makes regarding how
a President decides: "No President, of
course, pays attention to all the in-
formation he receives, nor can he
possibly remember it all. What he ac-
tually considers and retains may well be
the key to what he decides, and these in
turn may depend on his confidence in the
source and on the manner in which the
facts are presented. He is certain to
regard some officials and periodicals
with more respect than others." In that
case, what went into the decisional
process for President Johnson when he
regarded the advice of the Pentagon as it
advocated war to "protect" America in
the name of patriotic honor? Why were
these voices the most respected and
worthy of confidence? To answer that
we might ponder our traditions and
myths.
One myth that comes to mind is that of
the male image. A President must
epitomize the qualities of the best of
America's manhood. LBJ was physically
impressive. He towered over others, and
Vice-President Humphrey relates that
often after a session with the President
one's back would ache from all the
whacks it received during the con-
versation. A Texas rancher, he was from
"Marlboro Country", and his earthy way
was considered crude by some but for-
ceful by others. At any rate he was
strong, vigorous... manly. How could a
man whose self concept was so much a
part of the masculine mystiquQ cope with
war through peaceful means? He
couldn't. Aggression had to be met with
aggression, Violent America had taught
him that. Men conquer, they don't sub-
mit. When victory in Vietnam was
described as requiring greater com-
mitment to war with more civilian
casualties, more American sacrifices of
life and limb, the price was never
allowed to seem too high. What was
human life compared to the need to prove
and maintain manly valor and superior
power-so dear to the American image of
itself?
Another tradition stems from how men
are rewarded by our society. One very
dramatic and singular way that many
American men have achieved rewards is
through medals and ribbons for bravery
in war. President Johnson is said to have
worn constantly the silver star he earned
in World War II. Aside from the
American flag that can be purchased by
anyone, what other emblems or medals
are worn by men with pride? Other than
membership pins or years of service
pins, there are none. We have no
tradition of honoring peace makers or
humanitarians with such pomp and
ceremony as we have for war behavior,
It should come as no big surprise there-
fore, that President Johnson, a grass
roots American with a deep commitment
to the cause of human rights, felt im-
pelled, even at great personal and
political sacrifice, to escalate the war.
Even in death, ironically, President
Johnson was surrounded by the symbols
of war while the peace he so desired was
being proclaimed. Twenty-one gun
salutes, military bands, a flag-draped
coffin carried by military men-one final
ceremony to perpetuate the definition of
a great man with the pomp of war.
Sorenson concludes his discourse on
decision making with the statement,
"For great and lasting decisions in
human affairs can only be made by those
exposed to human value judgments.
Consistently wise decisions can only be
made by those whose wisdom is con-
stantly challenged." The President has
to respond to the values of his con-
stituents, the American people, or he
cannot maintain his position as the
leader.
President Johnson can no longer be
challenged, but we who survive him can,
What are the qualities we cherish and
reward in our leaders? What are the
values we hold so dear? Truly, "the
President under our system is not em-
powered to remake the nation in his own
image". He merely reflects the image
we project. Lyndon Johnson was en-
trapped by this image as it now exists,
and only we, his "fellow Americans" can
change it. Let us begin. _
Barfan Up The ...— —
Two Lyndon Johnsons
By Steve Barkan «/ ^ ^J. Edgar Hoover's death last year
produced many smiles on the faces of
Trinity students. For a variety of good
reasons, we held no affection for the
man. His policies and beliefs had long
appalled us, and despite John Donne's
famous aphorism that every man's death
diminishes mankind, this particular one
did so little diminishing that we found it
hard to be remorseful.
Lyndon Baines Johnson's death was of
course, a different matter and one far
more difficult to react to, for his valuable
accomplishments at home were over-
shadowed by his failures abroad. His
years in the White House, as others have
said, typified the classic tragedy,
marked first by his rise after the
assassination of John Kennedy and then
by his descent as he, too, fell victim to the
horror of Indochina.
LBJ's first fifteen months in office saw
the start of his vision of a Great Society, a
vision that though it depended on liberal
reform rather than on radical overhaul,
still led to such monumental
achievements as the 1964 Civil Rights Act
and the Voting Rights Bill of 1965, as well
as to such programs as Medicare and
Federal aid to education.
But then came LBJ's last 31/2 years as
President, when he marched this country
waist-deep into the Big Muddy that is and
always will be Vietnam, He sent over
35,000 American men to their deaths.
During those years, over four million
Indochinese people were killed, woun-
ded, or refugeed. Antiwar demon-
strations rang with the cry, "Hey, hey,
LBJ! How many more did you kill
today?" as Johnson's vision of a Great
Society crumbled.
Thus there were two Lyndon Johnsons
whom we remember, and it is because of
this that Trinity students I talked to
reacted to his death with solemnity but
not with very much overt sadness.
There was the Lyndon Johnson of the
Great Society, the President who rode
the wave of a vast amount of social
(Continued on P. 3)
Chaplain Scheinberg
Student Ministers To
One of the most difficult and emotionally
draining assignments for a psychological
counselor must be to help a person adjust to
the imminence of his or her death.
, Phyllis Scheinberg, '73, chose to spend her
open semester in two Ne"w York City
hospitals and became involved in such
"pastoral counseling."
"It's really psychiatric counselling from a
religious perspective," she explained.
Scheinberg was one in a- group of six
"ministers" which was under the guidance
of a single supervisor. Four of the six were
ordained Protestant ministers and one a
Catholic woman who was completing
graduate work at Union Theological
Seminary. Phyllis, who is Jewish, was the
only undergraduate. Her supervisor was a
minister with a special degree in pastoral
counselling.
"We met in ninety-minute seminars every
morning," Scheinberg explained,
"discussing patients, death and dying, and
the relationship of medicine and religion.
After this we were hospital chaplains, going
our separate ways in the hospital (Bellevue
Hospital)."
Scheinberg also worked as religious
counselor at University Hospital, part of
New York University, which is located near
Bellevue. "Most of the time I was Jewish
Chaplain at University Hospital," she ex-
plained. "The others spent most of the time
counselling at Bellevue since most Bellevue
patients aren't Jewish. A large number of
University Hospital patients are, however.
"I was on duty occasionally for the
Protestant Chaplaincy," continued
Scheinberg. "When called I would go to
Bellevue and serve as Protestant Chaplain
When I wasn't on duty there, I would spend
my time at University hospital. If I sensed
f / ^ & ' f A * 0 " 1 Pr°testant patients or
Christian-Theological base, I bowed out and
let a minister handle it."
Scheinberg termed her work in the
hospitals "very exciting" and found her
special interest to be "terminal coun-
selling." " I had to do a lot of soul sear-
ching," she confined. "I came to believe
that if you view death as some horrible,
catastrophic event, then you could not help
these people, But if you accept death as
inevitable, and not something dreadful, and
if you have compassion for people and are
patient, you can help them."
"Sometimes patients would discuss death
to me and it would be the only time they had
ever expressed it to another person, she
continued, "They talked about what it was
in their life that made it gratifying to have
lived.
There were, however, people who did not
know their diagnosis- the doctor wouldn't
tell them. Many patients were annoyed. The
chaplains were often' the only ones who
would take the time to find out what "the
patient was feeling."
Scheinberg has had a good background,
for an undergraduate, in this field of
counseling, She is a double major in
Religion and Psychology. In addition, she
took part in a seminar led by Dr. Elizabeth
Kubler-Ross, author of Death and Dying,
last summer at the University of Chicago.
She also participated in a symposium
called "Ministering to the Dying and the
Bereaved" which was co-sponsored by the
Union Theological Seminary and the
The chaplain also had to go to the morgue
and to the city medical examiner's oHice
occasionally. "Those who had no relatives
or whose relatives could not affo™ a
funeral," said Scheinberg, "were buried at
Potter 's field so we had to perform a service
for them beforehand." ,.PIWI
Scheinberg said that she encounters
some resistance to her working at Bel evu
because she \
reform Jews ;
u6\vs cuon tj out. &Aj/AM*«*v«' - - _*.
lot of trouble getting sponsorship "
Bellevue because the Rabbi was Orthodox
and felt that women didn't belong in tms
ill "*-
"But I was very persistent and wrotei a lot
l t t I f d out about a progra"
t w
of etters. ound g"
called Pastoral Counselling and spoke to 
supervisor. He said that they had never i»
a Jew or an undergraduate before,
d"  agreed to try it," she said.
Foundation of Thanatology. (Thanatology is Scheinberg said her open • semester •»
the study of death). perience helpedto confirm the direction"
her post-college endeavors. "I intend to s
back to hospital work, but I'mnot:»je
1 counseling patients
which was made possible by the fact that
she lived in Bellevue Hospital.
"I worked six days a week at my own
hours" she explained. "I would often spend
twelve to fourteen hours counselling. The
night-time visits were the best because it is
at nightwhen the patients were loneliest and
most depressed."
Scheinberg described additional functions
of the hospital chaplain. One was that the
chaplain had to see every patient before he
was operated upon because it was believed
hat a patient would have a greater ac-
ceptance of surgery after consultation with
a pastoral counselor.
chaplaincy work. I'm thinking 01 B""'"
 t
rabbinnical school. The rabbinate seems'
be the only way I could do this on a long
term basis." „„„„
The academic side of Scheinberg s ope
semester involved writing a term paper
monthly letters to her Trinity sponsors, ' •
John A. Gettier and Dr. George W. Doten..1
her letters she described her setting, «
format of her work, and the progress m"
she was making. „
 he
"But they never wrote back to me, w
said with some dismay. "Actually £»•
Gettier did write to me once, but about ou«
(Continued on P. 3)
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Viewpoint On Vietnam
Reflections
Where's The Confetti?
By Steven Minot
The war is over. So why aren't we
cheering? Where is the confetti and the
parade?
We're not cheering because we have no
sense of victory. The political leaders in
Washington, Saigon, and Hanoi have
each claimed that they have won, but no
one believes them. The loss is universal.
It takes only a quick reading of history
to see that any claim of victory on the
part of anyone is a lie. It was in July,
1954, that the Geneva settlement did
three things: ended the war; divided
Vietnam in half "temporarily"; and
established a peace-keeping agency
which would oversee elections. It was a
formula which would have maintained
peace if we had stayed clear. But we.
began to become militarily involved just
as soon as it was clear that in a free and
honest election our French-speaking
faction would not be the winner.
Now, almost twenty years later,
President Nixon claims a personal
victory because of a set of agreements
which are almost a replica of the Geneva
accords. Nothing whatever has happened
- nothing but the now certified figure of
six million human beings killed, woun-
ded, captured, or made homeless.
No American is going to come out clean
on this one. Not even the quiet citizen who
took no position. No, not even the so-
called liberal American who politely
protested and paid his taxes. As the
Germans and the Japanese have found
out, we are responsible simply for being
on the scene.
But it isn't going to help anyone if we go
limp with guilt. There are some major
battles coming up; and unlike the last
one, they will deal with real rather than
imagined dangers to this country.
First, will we tolerate a permanent,
war-ready military machine? The Nixon
administration says we will. We have
formally been warned that ap-
propriations will not decrease.
It is gradually being forgotten that
when the United States entered the first
World War it had to raise an army. It
took almost two years to do this. And
even with the clear and present danger of
Fascism in the 1930's, we debated the
issue of arming and did not put together
an offensive force until after we were
attacked.
Today, however, major figures in both
political parties are suggesting an en-
tirely different approach never before
considered in this country: a permanent
offensive military force which could be
placed in action any where, in the world
within days.
Entirely aside from the crushing ex-
pense of this military machine, there is
the very real danger that it will'be used.
We've had a chance to watch presidents
from both political parties do just this.
All it takes is the fabrication of an insult
to American "honor" and, as we learned
from Tonken Bay, Americans are sud-
denly plunged into a "commitment"
which requires a sustained slaughter.
Second, will we continue to tolerate the
growing power of the presidency?
Another way of phrasing this is: will we
continue to tolerate Congressmen who
refuse to fight for the authority which is
clearly their constitutional right?
My own Democratic Congresswomah
in the Sixth District is a tragic case in
point. An apparently sincere woman who
gave every appearance of opposing the
war in Vietnam in 1970, and who happily
accepted the support of peace groups,"
has in the past two years become an utter
coward in the face of military spending.
In the campaign of 1972 she reached the
low point of stating that the war should
not be discussed by candidates running
for office - the same line given by hawks
back in 1966. Why the shift? Because she
has in her district three factory-
dominated cities. Her refusal to speak
against the war or to protest presidential
usurpation of power is exactly the type of
cowardice which has emasculated the
legislative branch of our government.
Not until Congress has the moral
strength to insist on its constitutional
authority - not just in the area of
declaring war but also in appropriating
funds - we will move step by step toward
a government which is in fact run by one
man and his cabinet. It won't really
matter which party he represents; he
will represent himself.
Finally, will this country be able to
reassert human priorities? We have lived
for almost a decade with the incredible
notion that determining the political
makeup of a small Asian country was our
manifest destiny. In the process we have I
Icome to assume that schools and
universities will always be short of funds, 9
that hospitals have a perfect right to
charge $50 a day, that cities are
inherently dangerous places in which to
live. Both political parties have fallen
into this trap, Senator Ribicoff, a liberal,
has just last week attacked the Kennedy
-health care proposal as "too expensive."
As compared with what?
The faet is that we have chosen to
short-change students, the sick, the poor,
the racially oppressed. We have done so
by rational choice. We decided as a
country that it was more important to
spend 59 "billion dollars to kill 1.5 million
soldiers to achieve something called
"honor." Do we now have the maturity to
make different kinds of choices?
A nation can't be as brutal as we have
been for a decade and not become
brutalized in the process. The war's
damage to this country is less visible
thanit is in Vietnam, but it is deep. It has
affected the economy, the political1
structure, and the very spirit of the
country. We have a lot of rebuilding to do.
f Two Lyndon Johnsons . . .
legislation, who told Congress only five
days after succeeding to the Presidency,
"We have talked long enough in this
country about equal rights. We have
talked for 100 years or more. It is time
now ib write it in the books of law.'' This
was the man who could say with sincere
conviction, "I ask you to march with me
along the road to the future-the road that
leads to The Great Society where no child
will go unfed and no youngster will go
unclothed...."
Though Johnson could frequently be
coarse and temperamental, there was
another side to his personality that only
those who know him privately could
notice.
Columnish Carl Rowan wrote in last
Saturday's Hartford Times, "Johnson
was at heart a sentimentalist—-the kind
of man who would weep in San Antonio
during the 1964 campaign when an aged
black man stood in the back of a pickup
truck at a shopping center and said: 'I'm
a black man, born two blocks from this
spot. I never dreamed I'd live to see the
day when a Mexican congressman would
introduce me so I could ask you to vote
for a WHITE TEXAN for president.' "
"And Johnson," Rowan continued,
"would dismiss his tears with the
comment that 'a man ain't worth a
goddamn if he can't cry at the right
time.1 "
Bill Moyers, LBJ's press secretary,
wrote in The New York Times last
Friday, "He was, inside, a soft man-
I saw Him w.eep as he watched television
reports from Selma, Ala.: 'My God,' he
said, 'those are people they're beating.
Those are Americans.'."
But there was also the other Lyndon
Johnson, the one we marched against.
His anguish over seeing black people
being beaten in Selma was not the type to
dissuade him from inflicting an even
more horrid brutality on the Vietnamese,
of whom he could not say, "Those are
Americans." ; •
In the end, the flames that engulfed
Vietnam reached America as weir and
destroyed the career of a President.
Despairing of peace and cognizant of his
own political situation, Johnson stunned
a nation by announcing he would not seek
re-election. On the night of March 31,
1968, we saw and heard an old, wrinkled
man-the tragic, almost pathetic remains
of a once powerful President who had
held the reins of a Great Society. He lived
from page two
WRTC
SEC Gets Underway
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
elected new officers and formed committees
at their meeting Thursday.
Peter Basch, '74, is the newly elected
chairman, Paul Acampora, '74, vice-
chairman, and Bonnie Bernstein, '76,
secretary. They replaced Mark Feathers,'
'74, as chairman, and Susan Crimmins, '75,
as vice-chairman.
The SEC formed sub-committees to in-
vestigate the possibility of student par-;
ticipation in faculty evaluation and em-
ployment selection, and the seating of three
students on the Board of Trustees. Another
sub-committee will determine whether
students wish to have scholarship monies
directly allocated from the Student Ac-
tivities Fee, or what alternatives they would
prefer. The Committee also is revising or
modifying its constitution and present
Mmister««
things. Still, it didn't matter too much. I was
in a structured program and I had a
supervisor."
Scheinberg declared that the College's
open semester program was a very good
idea, although she did express a single
reservation. "I don't like the idea of paying
Trinity tuition for it," she stated. "Essen-
tially you're paying for credits. I think it is a
little ridiculous because what does Trinity
do for me? I arranged the whole program on
my own. Trinity professors read my paper
and received my monthly letters^ So it
system of handling SEC elections. The SEC
will establish and publicize its precise
functions.
Lindsay Mann, '76, and Terry Rouse, '74,
were seated as SEC students-at-large. The
two students petitioned in December for the
non-existing Lecture Committee seats. On
Thursday David Barthwell, '74, presented a
constitutional amendment and asked that
the two students be placed as SEC students-
at-large until spring' elections. Mann and
Rouse can not be removed from the SEC
unless the present Lecture Committee is
abolished by the faculty.
A correction of the TRIPOD's printed
election results: Steve Barkan, '73, and Sara
Laden, '73 were elected to the Board of
Reconsideration, and Glenn Premiriger was
elected to the Financial Affairs Committee.
firoinn page two
warrants something, but perhaps not full
tuition."
The returning senior said that it "feels
good" to be back at the College because of
her friends and of the congenial at-
mosphere. But she did admit to having some
problem readjusting to academic life.
"In New York, every day I was dealing
with less practical things-assignments,
papers which are made to seem so crucial.
The events here are so different from what I
was used to. The events at the hospital seem
so much more important."
Now, Martin asserted, WRTC is no longer
willing to allow black .announcers to do their
own programming. Instead, he said black
announcers would have to let the station
management have a say in programming-
which he said was "abs*urd". "They
acknowledge they don't know too much
about the black experience," he said.
Besides the question of who should
oversee programming, Martin said the
black announcers at the station want dif-
ferent time slots. He said that currently the
station is giving black announcers a "soul"
spot-which he-said should be called "jazz-
rock"--from 4-5:30 p.m., 7 days a week and
"jazz" from 11 p.m. on every day.
He said the black announcers want the
times to be moved adjacent to one another
so as to provide a "smooth progression and
continuity" in programming.
He said they did not want to take time
away from any other type of programming-
news, rock, or whatever. ,
The announcers want to have a continuous
block of "black" experience programming"
from 9:30 p.m. on, every day, Martin said..
He added any announcers at the station who
want to play jazz will have an opportunity to
play jazz within that 9:30 p.m. on format-
probably on weekends.
"A lot of people have the idea that when
his last years in quiet recluse and went
almost forgotten at the 1972 Democratic
Convention. Ironically, he died the day
before the announcement of the end to
the war that he had started. Vietnam had
outlived him.
Because of LBJ's domestic.
achievements, his death did diminish us,
and thus we must grieve a little, even as
we remember what he did in Indochina.
The great tragedy of this man, and the
far-reaching paradox of his political life,
will forever lie in the fact that although
he pursued a policy of social justice at
home, he unleashed a nightmare of
bloodshed abroad.
from page one
white announcers were on we were a white
station and when black announcers were on
we were a black station," Martin said. "But
it isn't true. We were still WRTC. We still
used the same call letters. And we felt we
were part of the whole group."
Members of WRTC's board of directors,
reached for comment yesterday, said the
black announcers. at Sunday's talk had
"misunderstood" the leadership's position.
Charles Ward, acting station manager,
said "Block programming contains certain
inherent inflexibilities, and the broadcast
day must be scheduled accordingly."
He added he felt the block programming
would enhance the impact of programming
on the black experience. .
He said, however,' WRTC .wants to offer
programs "for the education and enjoyment
of the community as a whole."
Ward said the station management told
the black announcers at Sunday's meeting
that the 39 hours of air-time currently set
aside for black experience shows "mesh"
with similar programming at other stations
in the Hartford area.
Martin said black people in Hartford were
being "shortchanged" by the media and;
needed educational shows dealing with the
black experience.
 ;
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Trustees Approve Beautification Program
F *>
A committee of the Board of Trustees has
approved plans to renovate the grounds
near Mather Hall.
: The finances for the program will not
come from the students tuition, The Board
of Trustees are hoping to get donations for
the program from the benefactors and
alumni in recognition of the College's one
hundredth and fiftieth year.
Reil Crandall, director of buildings and
grounds said the plans were approved by the
Buildings and Grounds Committee last
month.
The plans, finalized by the architect,
Johnson and Dee of Avon call tor
eliminating the road through campus
connecting Summit Street and Broad Street.
The courtyard between Jones and Elton
Halls will be extended to and beyond Mather
Hall. This area will have benches, trees, and
bushes and could be used for an outdoors
meeting place for students.
Sidewalks will be built so that the students
will no longer walk on the grass on the circle
to the Austin Arts Center. There will still be
a road around the Austin Arts Center.
The parking areas near the library will be
eliminated and additional parking lots will
TRINITY COL
be constructed near Ferris.
The area from Mather Hall to Austin Arts
could be used as an outside amphitheater
with the Austin Arts Center stairs doubling
as a stage, Crandall suggested.
In creating the final plans, the vehicle
flows, pedestrian flow and the location of the
utilities had to be considered,
The price of the project has yet to be
determined but the schedule will include a
breaking down of the work into sections and
the final plan will be presented to Judson
Rees, director of development.
There are foundations in Hartford which
allot money for the beautification of any
Hartford area, public or private, and the
Board of Trustees is hoping for some aid to
Trinity, Crandall said. He said money from
the Knox Foundation is already paying for
beautification at South Campus.
Crandall also asked students to keep to the
paths during the muddy season. Such areas
as the grass near the Life Science Center,
the outskirts of the "Quad", and the path
near President Lockwood's house have been
badly damaged.
The beautification program will be done in
several steps beginning as soon as the
finances are settled.
News From Outside: A Roundup
GM Recall
I General Motors (GM) recalled 3.7 million
full-size 1971 and 1972 models of
Chevrolets,Buicks, Oldsmobiles, and
Pontiacs on Monday. Spokesmen said the
cars might need corrections on steering
lockups.
They said they had reports of 96 incidents
in which flying stones lodged between the
steering coupling and the car frame and
interfered with steering. Twenty-three
price for all three stations, $40 million.
Last year the stations added $2 million in
profits to Travelers' overall net profit of
$121.7 million and added five cents of $2.62
earning per share, but Eli Shapiro, chair-
man of the Travelers Finance Committee,
said the offer to buy Channel 3 was just too
good to turn down.
The only thing which could prohibit the
sale is the inability of the Washington Post
Company to obtain a transfer of the Channel
3 license in 18 months.
The Post Company is presently being
challenged on renewal of its FCC-granted
licenses to operate the Jacksonville and
accidents, involving 12 injuries, were
reported.
The company explained that the cars will Miami television stations. The challenges
be fitted with a shield over the steering are said to be politically motivated because
coupling, to prevent stones or gravel lodging of the Post's liberal politics which have
between the coupling and the car frame, antagonized the Nixon administration.
The list price of the shield is only 85*, but The Post Company said it would use local
the recall could cost the company more than management and staffing to operate the
$12 million. The postage bill alone will be an facility, if it could obtain a license.
the South." He said the only problem was
the Administration's opposition to busing; it
caused those who opposed it in the South to
look more respectable, he said.
Memphis is planning to begin the final
assault on the other half of the schools in
1974.
Until Wednesday, Memphis had the most
segregated school system in the south.
Eighty-eight per cent of black students
attended, all-black schools despite the fact
that the first blacks were admitted to white
schools twelve years ago.
Eruption
estimated $1.6 million and spokesmen said
the labor will cost $3 per car.
They said owners will be notified in two
weeks and the shields will be installed free
of charge. v . • • . • • • • ;
The station is
network-
affiliated with the CBS
Saga
According to Jerry Lithway, Saga will not
take over U.Conn food services until after
Match 1. Saga-was to open a branch at U
Conn this month,, but an injunction
requested by the CSEA has delayed the
signing of the contract. The CSEA was
concerned that state employees switching to
Saga jobs would lose their state pension
rights. Lithway said the case should be
decided by Feb. 5 since Saga had agreed to
meet CSEA pension demands.
TV Sold
The Travelers Corporation is selling its| television station, WTIC-TV,Channel 3, to
" " "'--'-••• -' Post for $34 million.
Desegregate
Desegregation of southern schools took
another hesitant step Wednesday as the
Memphis city schools implemented a broad
pupil transfer plan Wednesday.
The plan required the busing of 13,000
students, Black' students were sent to the
suburbs and; white students were brought
into the city. This plan cuts the number of
students in all-black schools in half.
The NEW YORK TIMES said" there were
no acts of violence and no arrests in con-
nection with the new school assignments.
The paper said this was evidence of how the
mood of Southern resistance has changed in
a decade,
However, thousands of white students
failed to report to assigned schools in the
South Memphis slum area.
The TIMES said the drop was far below
T ^ T ^ T r ° S C tOr m , m i U l o n- t h e ^ stem wide boycott called for by the
. S T M K &™?™e*™?««aZ lt_ f local anti-busing leaders.
Jack Greenberg of the N.A.A.C.P. Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., said
'there has been enormous progress made in
may
TIC-AM
WTIC-FM, to another buyer or buyers for an
lexpected $6 million, making a total cash
A volcano, dormant for 7,000 years,
opened a fissure Tuesday in an island off
Iceland's southern coast and forced the
evacuation of nearly 5,500 inhabitants.
Coming to life without warning, the
volcano blasted a rift a mile and a half long
in the island of Heimacy. It spewed molten
lava and lit the sky for hundreds of miles
around.
The residents of the only town on the
island, Vestammaeyjar, watched the
spectacle from the streets. When debris
began to shower on their homes, the mayor
ordered what was to become the biggest
evacuation in Iceland's history.
During the eruption, lava fountains in side
the rift rose 375 feet in the air, and the
eruption isforming new islands far into the
sea. ' • ' • • • •
There were no casualities, and a newsman
who flew to the island said there was no
panic among the townspeople.
City Funds
According to the Hartford Courant,
greater Hartford may receive extra federal
money from a new "Regional
Arrangement" system - making it the first
and only metropolitan area to receive such
funds.
Final acceptance for the system, which
seeks to encourage a regional approach to
problems, depends on the ability of area
government bodies to cooperate with each
other, the Courant said.
As a first step, Lawrence L. Thompson,
area director of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), announced
Saturday a $75,000 grant for planning the
improvement of Hartford's Asylum Hill and
upper Albany neighborhoods.
The neighborhood organizations and the
City of Hartford are expected to participate
in the improvement planning, which will
concentrate on housing. The Greater
Hartford Process, Inc. will hold the money
for the improvement.
The Courant said Process's initiative in
tackling problems on a regional basis plus
its involvement in the private business
community caused Hartford to be chosen for'
the first "Regional Arrangement."
Within the next few weeks, Thompson said
his office plans to have a meeting ,ot
Process, the State Department of _Coni-
munity Affairs, the City of Hartford, tne
Capital Region Planning. Agency, and tne
Capital Region Council of Governments.
Emigration
Last week the Soviet Union announced
that citizens who want to leave the country
can go - but they must reimburse the stare
for the cost of any higher education they
may have received. This law was adoptea
last August and was just published this ween
after apparent high-level vacillation.
Experts explain colleges in the Soviet
Union are tuition free, but the authorities
expect graduates to pay off their training py
working for the state. They say almost an
jobs are government jobs.
Foreign observers "familiar with the
Soviet scene said they expected little change
in the practice of granting emigration from
the Soviet officials.
Theodore Shabad, writing in the New
York Times, said the law seems to be
designed to stem a growing exodus of Jews
to Israel.Thirty thousand Jews left tne
Soviet Union last year. They constituted tne
bulk of the highly limited emigration from
the Soviet Union. J
Mime And Magic
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The Wordless Wonder of Pantomine
Verdi's Qtello
No H's No Gala
OTELLO is both less and more than a
familiar tragedy without the 'H.' Gone are
Shakespear's own words and his complex,
often baffling, motivation of character.
Present is the music of Giuseppe Verdi,
thrilling and touching by turns. The Con-
necticut Opera Association served neither
master particularly well last Thursday
when it presented OTELLO at the Bushnell--
just another case of less and Moor.
. This had been billed as a gala per-
formance featuring Pier Miranda Ferraro,
a veteran Otello connected with La Scala, as
well as Evelyn Lear and Thomas Stewart, a
notable wife-and-husband duo of the Berlin
and Metropolitan opera houses. It was to
have been Miss Lear's first Desdemona, and
many out-of-town admirers of the soprano
(best known for 20th century roles) were
expected. Mr. Stewart had sung Iago in
Europe, but not in the United States-and he
hasn't yet. For it was announced at curtain
time that all three principals had the
"London" flu. The Stewarts cancelled,
Miranda Ferraro sang indisposed, and hope
of a gala flew off into the wings. Still, it was
OTELLO, and the audience quite properly
stayed to listen.
Arrigo Boito wrote the libretto, sim-
plifying Shakespear by omitting the
Venetian first act and condensing other
scenes. Yet his verses retain the spirit of the
original, and in some cases improve upon it
by giving a character such as Emilia
dramatic credence (she doesn't give the
handkerchief to Iago without protest).
The protagonist of any tragedy must be
noble. Verdi gives the Moor a height from
which to tumble in the opening solo
"Esultate!", a plangant proclamation of
victory over the Turks. As Otello begins to
lose the struggle with his own passions the
process is mirrored in the score. My favorite
instance occurs at the end of the second act
when Iago, who has already fanned Otello's
jealousy to a point two degrees below
frenzy, asks about a certain handkerchief
Desdemona carries. Yes, replies the Moor,
that was his first gift to her. Verdi sets this
line over calm and simple strings,
illustrating* that Otello, while jealous, is not
by habit suspicious. The contrast with Iago's
guile is musically accented.
Coleridge described the spoken Iago as a
"motiveless malignity." In the famed
"Credo" aria, Boito and Verdi have the
malignity explain that he does evil because
he's human and feels within him "the
Guitar
The Hartford YWCA is giving beginner and
intermediate folk guitar lessons beginning in
the first week of February at the Broadview
Community Church, 45 Olive St. '
The 10 hour long sessions will cost $10. The
beginners lessons.will be on Wednesdays from
4toS p.m. starting Feb. 7. Intermediate lessons
will be Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m. starting Feb.
7. Billy Reyburn of "Brandywyhe Tyrhe" is the
teacher. For further information call 525-1163.
primeval slime." Not very convincing,
perhaps, but more than Shakespear tells,
and in superbly worked passages.
The Unknown Baritone flown in from
Spain on short notice (we never did catch his
name) had played at Iago before. A very
large man, he pranced about the stage doing
ill, rolling his eyes, providing those nasty
laughs the composer had unaccountably
omitted from the score. His singing was best
in the upper range of the part where he could
sing softly and with villainous intonation;
but his voice wasn't large enough to be
heard in ensemble scenes, and he fudged the
low notes.
The pinch-hitting Desdemona was Jean
Fenn, who'd sung in last season's DIE
FLEDERMAUS. Her singing did not sound
fresh but it was ever adequate. At the end of
her "Ave Maria" solo, she bravely held to a
high A gone quite sour. Miss Fenn's stage
movement was natural and expressive; she
was a woman'who stared her husband down
when he threatened to slap her. The sole
simpering aspect of this Desdemona was
couched in her costuming-a dreary suc-
cession of gowns and nighties that bleared
into the pastel scenery.
Signor Miranda Ferraro has performed
the tenoricidal role of Otello nearly oneeior
every year of our Eepublic. Never
disparage practice: Thursday it enabled a
short man with flue to give a credible per-
formance. He sounded best in the last act
where, one might say, he was using vocal
capital; shrewd savings had been effected
during the earlier acts thanks to a suitcase-
full of portamentos. In key moments (i.e.
theActIIIcry"Aterra,epiangea!") Signor
Miranda Ferraro wasn't singing what Verdi
had written, but he compensated with a
"squillo"-- a trumpeting tenor voice-well
suited to the character. Francesco
Tamagno, selected by Verdi sing Otello, was
described this way by George Bernard Shaw
(an expert music critic whose sometime pen
name was 'Corno &i Bassetto^):
"Tamagno's voice. . .was nasal, shrill,
vehement, sometimes fierce, sometimes
plaintive, always peculiar and original."
Connecticut Opera productions are
peculiar and original, too. The chorus and
sets will, out of courtesy, not be described,
Thursday's orchestra, conducted as usual
by Carlo Moresco, sounded better than
usual. Absent were both the power required
for the opening storm scene and the finesse
deserved by the finale,
Appalaehia
The religion department is sponsoring
Donald West, founder and director of the Ap-
palachian South Folklife Center, in Pipestem,
West Virginia. The author of two poetry books,
The Road Is (Jocky and Clods of Southern
Earth, will speak in the. Alumni Lounge,
February 5 at 4:00 about "T'-e Cultural
Heritage of Appalaehia: The Role of Religion
in a Time for Anger," All are welcome to atr
tend.
Marcel Marceau at Bushnell
When the lights come up, Marcel Marceau
stands white-faced, in a white suit on a bare
stage. He bends to lift an enormous trunk,
staggers under the weight, hefts it over his
head, and gets driven to the floor by
degrees. Then he scales a ladder and ven-
tures out on a tightrope nervously. The wire
bounces him furiously; it will be a miracle if
he doesn't fall. He doesn't, he makes it to the
other side.
When the lights come up, Marcel Marceau
enacts "The Creation of the World". His
arms flutter like a tree fluttering into bloom.
Birds circle the tree. From his hands a
school of fish darts and veers.
When the lights come up, we are circling a
statue in a public park. An elderly gen-
tleman strolls. A woman chatters away
sewing. Her husband listens. Pausing only
to avail himself of a tree, a dog walks his
master. Cotton candy is swirled, balloons
fall into the sky, a man and his lover kiss on
a bench.
When the lights come up, Marcel Marceau
enacts "Youth, Maturity, Old Age and
Death".
When the lights come up, a man ."inds
himself in a room of four, great silent walls.
The walls begin to converge. He doesn't
have to keep pressing his hands against
them for us to see the walls crushing him.
Using an arm to enlarge an opening, he
escapes into another room of silent, con-
verging walls,
When the lights come up, a courtroom is
ablaze with the sound of a high-flown
prosecuting attorney, The sound of his voice
is heard in his strut and in his flapping arms.
He points loudly at the defendant, accusing
him of murder. The judges rest their chins
on the roof of their hands and ponder. "Take
pity on my client and his thirteen children,"
the defense attorney pats thirteen heads in
descending height. He scurries before the
bench, rubbing his hands. The defendant sits
pitifully in his corner. The evidence is
heard, the two lawyers rail against each
other, and a verdict is pronounced. Over in
the corner a man stands stiffly. His head
falls to one side.
Bip is a clown who wears a striped
pullover and a crunched opera hat with a
red flower. When the lights come up, Bip is
contracted as a babysitter. He plays ball
with the kids and one kid, a real jerk,
repeatedly slams the ball into Bip's chest.
Bip smiles, offering the ball to the child, and
boots it a mile away. The child continues to
be a jerk until Bip takes him over his knee,
Castanets a 'Clicking'
raises his arm, and...the parents return. Bip
deposits his fee, coin by coin, in his shirt,
hugs the kids goodbye (even the stinker),
and gives the ball a final toss, breaking %
window. Bip removes the money from his
shirt, coin by coin.
When the lights come up, Bip returns as
an empty-batted street violinist who is
upstaged by a marching band. He auditions
for them and they take him oh-as a cym-
balist. When the lights come up, Bip hunts
butterflies. We see the butterflies as his face
turns and twitches. The lights come up and
Bip is a dandy at a society party, At the
dinner table he can't keep the food on his
plate. He props his elbows on a mantlepiece
and guzzles liquor while the whole world
gets drunk around him. When the lights
come up on a black partition, no more than
8' across, Bip plays David and Goliath. They
engage in a chase, they battle, they bow.
When the lights come up, Marcel Marceau
enacts a pantomime of- an actor. "The
Maskmaker" shows a man trying on an
array of masks. The faces change the man
and the man changes the masks in fractions
of a blink. Then he tugs at the clown mask
and it refuses to come off. He staggers
about, grinning maniacally. When he finally
pries off the mask, he is on the floor, barely
moving.
When the lights come up, the Bushnell
audience stands to applaud the world's
greatest living pantomimist, Marcel
Marceau.
Jose Molina
Jose Molina and his company of Spanish
dancers appeared at the Bushnell this past
Friday, beginning their second week of a
three month American tour. This is their
first visit to the states, and their per-
formance in Hartford was most en-
thusiastically received.
They are a small troupe, having only 8
dancers and 4 accompanists (2 guitarists, a
pianist, and a singer). Yet their program
was both richly costumed and widely
varied, consisting of classical and
traditional Spanish dances. They performed
singly, in couples, and ensemble, with and
without those magnificent castinets ringing
beautifully through the auditorium.
Much of their movements can be
described as highly seductive, involving
great style and control of the hips, torsos,
arms, and hands, A single gesture of the eye
or head, while maintaining a perfectly still
body conveys worlds of emotion that can
send chills throughout the entire' audience,
Spanish dancing requires a tremendous
coordination of the body that is quite unlike
ballet, because often the hands and feet will
be keeping two distinctly different rhythms,
each of them singularly complex. One of the
women danced, sang and played the
castanets simultaneously; it is still beyond
by comprehension as to how she managed
such a virtuoso performance.
The most exciting portion of the program
was the finale, in which all the performers
displayed their particular skills, while the
rest of the troupe remained seated in a semi-
circle around the stage, clapping, singing,
and making lewd and encouraging com-
ments in Spanish (special thanks to my
translator, Christina Medinal. As each one
finished, exhausted, he or she had to return
to the group, perfectly composed although
undoubtedly longing to collapse in private
offstage. Molina, outstanding throughout
the entire performance, ended with a vir-
tuoso rhumba in which he was finally joined
by the others, and the troupe received a well
deserved ovation from the Bushnell
audience. • • > . .
The program was lively and exciting from
start to finish, but the real highlight of the
evening was a dinner party that the Hart-
ford Ballet Company gave for the. Jose
Molina dancers. They were charming,'
delighted for the chance to sample :
American food in a home rather than a hotel
during an arduos tour, and they were also
just as energetic as they had been on the
stage only an hour before.
I discovered that Jose Molina and one
other dancer do all the troupe's
choreography, that they change their entire
production and costume designs with each
new tour, and that nearly all their per-
formances are to be one night stands,
cu-minating with a visit to Carnegie Hall in
March. They do have a flamenco class every
day, though one of the dancers (from
Denver, Colorado!) said feat their best
dancers have had ballet training also,
though the difference was hot evident to me
after seeing them only once* He did mention
that flamenco and ballet classes were not
always compatible due to the terrific strain
on the knees and thighs from all the heel
work that they do." I did ask the singer/-
dancer how she could possibly do so many
things at once, and she explained, "I don't
know. I just do it!". In short, it was a
stunning performance and a remarkable
evenirig.
, '
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Pratt Prints of High Quality
In defiance of the precedent set by Arthur
Major, reviewer of the Student Art Show, I
would like to direct my comments to the
large percentage of Trinity students who are
not studio arts majors. Hopefully, after a
brief discussion of printmaking in general
those people will be better able to appreciate
the Pratt Graphics show which is currently
on exhibit in the Widener Gallery.
Printmaking is an ancient art that in-
cludes any technique of transferring an
impression from an original plate to another
surface (usually paper). The development
of contemporary printmaking parallels' the
evolution of modern painting. The cubist
preoccupation with dynamic space, picture
plane and texture, and the present
dominance of color have their equivalents in
the evolution of the graphic arts.
Most graphic techniques fall into four
categories. The first of these, woodcutting,
involves cutting away all those lines and
areas on a plank of wood which are not
required in the finished print. What remains
of the original wood surface, after the image
is cut, is inked and printed onto the paper.
In the second type of graphic design, in-
taglio printing, the image is engraved below
the surface of the plate is wiped clean. A
print is obtained when the plate and a sheet
of dampened paper are run through a press
under great pressure, The pressure forces
the dampened paper down into the inky
grooves.
The lithographic drawing is made with
grease upon the surface of a block of
limestone or a paper plate. After chemical
treatment with gum arabic and nitric acid,
an ink-charged roller is passed over the
surface. Ink is accepted by the grease image
and repelled by the undrawn areas of stone
which retain water. The print is obtained by
placing a sheet of paper upon the inked stone
and then running the stone and the paper
through a press.
Serigraphy (silkscreen) was developed in
this century. Various stencils are fixed upon
separate screens of tightly stretched silk.
Ink is then forced through the "open" silk
areas onto a sheet of paper directly beneath
the screen. Those "open" areas of the
stencil are the areas to be printed.
"Silvery Trip" by Ed O'Connell is an
example of the successful combination of
two printing techniques to achieve a special
effect. In actuality he translated one art
form into another. First he transferred the
images of several photographs to a
silkscreen and then printed them in five
colors. Clayton Pond's "My Grandmother's
Fan Without Everything Else Around It"
demonstrates effectively the use of bright
flat broad planes of color which are
characteristic of the serigraphic technique.
New processes are always being
developed, For example, the viscosity print
was invented in 1960. In the past decade
Hayter's Studio Seventeen in Paris did
much experimentation with color printing
based on the varying levels of the plate,
inked with rollers of different density and
colors of different viscosity. This enables
one to make a multicolor etching with one
plate and one pass through the press.
Bob Cale, who currently teaches print-
making both at the Pratt Graphics Center
and here at Trinity, spent several years in
Paris and studied in Hayter's workshop. His
"Sometime in the Morning" is a good
example of the richness of color that may be
achieved with the viscosity method. By the
way, Trinity is one of the few places in
America where the color viscosity method
can be learned.
The Pratt Graphics Center was founded in
1956 as an extension of Pratt Institute, It
functions as a school, workshop, and studio
where people from all over the world come
to share their experiences in creating
original prints. The Pratt Graphics Show
represents the best from the Pratt, The
exhibit is truly representative with artists of
all ages and nationalities being shown.
The majority of the Pratt prints are of a
high quality — from both a technical and an
aesthetic standpoint. In printmaking, arts
and crafts share a symbiotic relationship.
That is, although the printmaker is con-
cerned with his message and aesthetic
quality, he must be equally concerned with
craft in order to create a successful print.
Viewing the Pratt show will eludicate the
issue.
Cellulose:
Cinestudio Brings You "Ulysses
By Jenifer Frank
Joseph Strick's film of James Joyce's
masterpiece, Ulysses, succeeds where it
had every potential in the world to fail
miserably. The novel is difficult to get
through except for those blessed with
Sisyphus-like perseverence; it begins with
four hundred pages of seemingly disjointed
images and dialogues which only begin to
become coherent halfway through the novel
when the reader suspects that he has
somewhere been here before.
The movie, of necessity, limits the use of
massive stream-of-consciousness, though it
remains faithful to Joyce's technique and
gift 'of using specific image and symbols
throughout the film such as a looking glass
and water. It draws us easily through the
mind and experiences of first Stephen
Daedalus, the young poet who may be Joyce
himself, into that of Leopold Bloom,
businessman, Jew, tragic and comic hero of
the novel and film, and finally into the
thoughts of Molly Bloom, Leopold's lusty
wife who has not slept with her husband in
twelve years—since the death of their infant
son.
Ulysses is primarily the story of Leopold
Bloom. Stephen Daedalus becomes the son
he never had and the man with whom he
shares the experience of "Nighttown,"
Dublin's red light district. Daedalus, the
self- tortured poet, and Bloom, the per-
secuted Jew, the possible Messianic figure,
with signs of "Ecce Homo" in reality lead to
"Bloomusalem" in the phantas-magorical
world of Nighttown.
The film is James Joyce's exploration of
man and his journey through life, com-
pacted into one day in the life of Leopold
Bloom. It presents every conceivable and
many inconceivable aspect of man's
existence; the experiences, both,real and
imaginary, of man as a social, sexual, and
spiritual being. It begins with Buck
Mulligan's shaving ritual (and then
comical) invocation, then to Leopold's at-
tendance of a friend's funeral in a Christian
cemetery, into the depths of hell into
Nighttown and finally to Molly Bloom's
story. The film ends with her memories of
her past lovers, her ruminations about
Leopold's possible love affairs, and finally
With her recollection of the first time she
gave herself to Bloom, on the beach, under a ,
beautiful'Irish sky, in glorification of her
woman-ness and total affirmation, yes, of
life. . .
The film is a masterpiece of technique as
well as of content. Wide-angle shots of the
beach and an old tower looming up against
the sky; busy, mulling, Dublin alleys; flash-
backs, dreams, thoughts, blending and
wholly meshing fantasy and reality. The
viewer, as indeed the reader of Ulysses, is.,
never certain just how much of what he is
experiencing was actually experienced by
Stephen, by Molly, or by Leopold, Herein
lies the genius of Joyce, and also of Strick,
the director.
The movie is alive, thoughtful, en-
tertaining—a beautiful representation of
Joyce's genius. The stories of the characters
range from touching, to deeply poignant,
and in many places, hysterically funny, as it
is vital to the beauty of the film to un-
derstand and appreciate Joyce's humor.
Strick has masterfully recreated one of the
greatest books of the twentieth century.
Wells At Long Wharf
Photo by KICK woodward
Cows and Barns are featured in the
Pratt Institute Graphics exhibition.
Arts News
Reveal Yourselves, Please,
The TRINITY REVIEW is seeking short
stories, poems, and essays for its spring
issue. All students and faculty members are
invited to send their work to box 489. All
material received by the March 15 deadline
will be considered. Art work suitable for
black-and-white reproduction is also
welcome.
The Inferno Revisited
Thomas G. Bergin, one of the foremost,
living Dante scholars will be addressing
Prof Campo's Dante class on Thursday,
Feb 1st. All who are interested are invited
to come to Seabury 19 at 2:30 to hear the
newly retired Yale Professor speak on two
Cantos from the Inferno.
Pinero Play Competent
Mildred Dunnock and Emery Battis in the Long Warf's "Trelawny of the 'Wells'
"Trelawny Of The 'Well's' ", by Arthur
Wing Pinero opened at the Long Wharf
Theater on Friday night. This is the fourth
play of the Long Wharf season. "Trelawny
Of the 'Wells' " was first performed at the
Royal Court Theater in 1898, It is set in
Victorian England about 1860. At this time
English theater had become mired in farce
and melodrama/Almost the sole exception
to this rule was the work of Thomas
Robertson, whose plays strove for domestic
realism. It is widely held that the character
of Tom Wrench, striving young playwrite in
"Trelawny", is a depiction of' Robertson,
and in a small way the author himself.
Writing almost forty years later in a similar
period, Pinero was much influenced by
Robertson's works.
The play deals with the theatrical
profession of that time and we may be quite
sure that it is accurately presented. Pinero
himself left home at nineteen to join a
company of actors in Edinburgh. Though his
qualities as an actor were at best dubious, as
a writer of plays he made a lasting im-
pression upon British drama. In all, he
wrote fifty-four plays, many of which were
in vogue in his lifetime. In 1909 Pinero was
knighted for his endeavours. Trelawny of
the Wells' " is one of his best received plays
and ran for 135 performances after its
opening.
The plot concerns Trelawny, a bright
young actress, and and her fiancee, Arthur
Gower, a gentleman. Pinero contrasts the
footloose "gypsy" friends of Trelawny with
the very proper and stiff family of Arthur
Gower. Like Robertson before him, he was
writing about reality and the reality in this
comedietta is the contempt with which the
acting profession was regarded by the
higher social classes. Trelawny leaves the
somewhat seedy life of the theater in order
to marry Arthur and become gentlefolk, but
the severe formality of Arthur's grand-
father and great aunt Trafalgar overcomes
her and she flees back to her old place
among her friends at the "Wells". Arthur,
determined to marry her on any terms,
clandestinely becomes a player at another
theater. Both are surprised to find them-
selves acting in the same new play.
"Trelawny Of the 'Wells' " concludes with
heretofore undiscovered playwrite loin
Wrench producing his first play and tne
lovers blissfully partaking of one anotners
caresses. The characters in Pinero s plays
are tremendously comic, from the dread-
nought Aunt Trafalgar to her pathebcau)
pussillanimous grandnephew Arthur, ine
Long Wharf Company has done well in
casting these roles. Suzanne Lederer is tne
very essence of Trelawny. William
Swetland, while seldome brilliant, is here ai
his best. The part of Tom Wrench is amy
portrayed by Rex Robbins, who is more
competent than brilliant. The best per-
formance of the show was that of J0"!
Braden, as Augustus Colpoys, who-tnougj
not a developed character, is a screaming')
funny clown. .
 fhp
While the acting as a whole was not tne
best of the season thus far, it was still quite
fine. The set likewise, though not as stnKing
as that of "The Changing Room", is one w
the few that has to accommodate extensive
changes of scene. It is fronted by a ragi
ornamented arch, embellished in the lurg
baroque fashion of Victorian architects,
richly laden with delicate latticework anu
heavy sculptured wooden d r a P e '
Backstage of the arch are flats upon castor
which are moved about to create at varl°
times a domed collonade in Gower s tow
house, Trelawny's lodgings at a cheap noiw.
and the stage of a theater. It does all tne:*
remarkably well.
While generally this is not the be?'
production of the Long Wharf season, it »
still a show made of that fine quality wWC"
this company has come to represent.
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Thanks To MHBOG:
Entertainment By
David Buskin
For the second consecutive week-end
the MHBOG has provided us with fine
entertainment. We haven't had this sort
of treatment since freshman year when
the Board dazzled us with Pete Seegar,
Jethro Tull, and B.B. King — all in one
semester.
Due to technical problems the show
was nearly a half-.hour late in starting but
Irma Judkin, the first performer of the
evening, proved well worth the wait. Ms.
Judkin varied her program well,
alternating original numbers with pieces
such as "Baby Blue" and "A Peaceful,
Easy Feeling." In general, Ms. Judkin
showed herself to be a much better in-
strumentalist (she played acoustic
guitar, piano, and harp) than a vocalist
but whenever this imbalance in her
performance was corrected, as in her
superb rendition of Janis Joplin's "Me
and Bobby McGee", we felt ourselves in
the presence of a fine musician indeed.
After a brief intermission David
Buskin came on and made off with the
show. In contrast to Ms. Judkin (whose
performance was somewhat marred by
broken guitar strings, poorly adjusted
capos, misplaced harps, and the like),
Buskin was absolutely professional.
Despite his protestations to the con-
trary, Buskin and his band "(whose rhythm
and bass players are former members
of the Blues MaGoos) sounded as though
they had been playing together for years.
Their sound mix was perfectly controlled
with the voices always sounding clear
and uncluttered above the instruments.
Buskin, who handled his audience with
the aplomb of a George Burns (even to
the delivery of one-liners), held the
capacity crowd in the Washington Room
spell-bound as he dispensed his par-
ticular soothing brand of magic. In all of
his songs ("Another Time" and "There's
a Holiday in the Inn Tonight" to name a
few) there was a combination of good
humor, intelligence and talent which
should someday bring him a measure of
fame.
At the end of an hour which featured
his original songs we were treated to an
encore of the Lennon and McCartney love
song, "Here, There and Everywhere." If
it is possible to improve on the original of
that song, Buskin did it.
After that sort of excellence, what can
possibly be in store for us next week-end?
Announcements
Fieldhouse
In the Trinity College Fieldhouse - Roots
Incorporated, Hartford's alternative youth
counseling center is presenting "The Great
Organic Peanut Butter Jam-Chunky Style".
Appearing in concert will be Blue Oyster Cult,
Liquid Lite, and Patrick Philip Henry. Local
bands-rising talent.
Bushnell
At the Bushnell-Max Morath will present his
ragtime comedy "At the Turn of the Century".
The show goes up on Saturday, February 3 at
8:30 p.m.
Shelly Berman will star in the New York
production of "Two by Two". The Richard
Rogers musical is scheduled for February 8 at
8:15 p.m.
Recycling
Please'leave all newspapers (including old
Tripods) outside of your room door on Tuesday
nights for recycling. If your residence hall has
no regular janitor service, leave your papers in
the designated drop-off point. If your papers
are not collected, please call Buildings and
Grounds, 527-3151, Ext. 277 for service,
Manchester College
The Manchester Community College
Auditorium-Milii Silvestri, assistant director
of the Trinity'News Bureau will star as Martha
in the Theater III Touring Company production
of Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" February 9-11 at 8:00 p.m.
Aliens
James E. Smith, district director of the
immigration and naturalization service at
Hartford has again reminded all aliens to
report their addresses during the month of
January. ,
Cards with which to make the reports are
available at all Post Offices and offices of the
immigration and Naturalization Service
throughout the country. The reports must be
submitted to one of those offices.
Parents or guardians submit reports for
alien children under 14 years of age.
Mr. Smith urges all aliens to report before
the end of January, as willful, failure to do so
may lead to serious penalties.
Master class:
Mildred
Diuinock
In honor of the late James Lippincott
Goodwin, a series of masterclasses in acting
technique will be offered to a limited
number of students by the distinguished
actress Mildred Dunnock during Open
Week, Feb. 19-23. Miss Dunnock made her
stage debut in 1932. Since then she has ap-
peared in countless plays, movies and on
TV. Of her many roles she is best known for
Linda in Death of a Salesman and Big
Mommy in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. She has
taught at Yale and Columbia.
Miss Dunnock has requested that a
maximum of 20 students participate in the
workshop. She would prefer an equal
number of men and women of ap-
proximately the same level of ability and
experience. Observers will be permitted to
audit the classes, but they must come at the
beginning and remain to the end of the
classes they attend. Participants must
contract to undertake all preparatory
reading and to attend all classes without
exception. Priority will be given all Theater
Arts Majors, students who have acted in
Theater Arts productions and Acting Class
members. Anyone wishing to participate
should speak with Prof. George Nichols as
soon as possible as the deadline for
registration is already past.
Jan. 31 Thru Feb. 2 At Cinestudio
Antonioni's "Blow-Up"
Often a foreign filmmaker will attempt to
make a film outside of his own country.
Ingmar Bergman tried to create an
American character with Elliot Gould in
"The Touch." Michelangelo Antonioni, in
making "Zabriakie Point", tried to detail
what he thought was happening with
American Society. In both of these cases, we
can confidently state that the resultant films
are no where near the usual high standards
generally attained by these two filmmakers.
However, in "Blow-Up", the Wednesday to
Saturday offering at the Cinestudio, we have
a first rate film which is not plagued by any
cultural or lingual handicaps as were seen in
the other non-Italian film by Antonioni.
Here again, as we saw in'"8 1/2" last
week, we have a simple story told in visual
terms. A young freelance photographer
played by David Hemmings unknowingly
photographs a murder in progress arid is
discovered by an accomplice, Vanessa
Redgrave, who tries to obtain the film from
him. The rest of the film concerns the
photographer's efforts to conform the ap-
pearances of what he has witnessed with the
reality of the world in which he exists. Thus
on a very basic level, the film's tension
arises out of this conflict between ap-
pearance and reality, a conflict which
Antonioni purposely equivocates in the end
of this particular masterpiece.
Antonioni came to London to make this
film for no specially unique or profound
reasons. In an article in "Cahiers du
Cinema", he states that "Blow-Up" is not to
be considered either typically English or
typically Italian. However, aside from the
obvious condieration of censorship, notably
in the studio scene with the two models,
Antonioni admits that the "cultural
revolution" in London against which the
story is set is more realistic than if the film
were to be set in Milan or Rome. Con-
sequently, the photographer is seeking in his
social environment definition for those
relationships which he can consider as real
or viable. However, in realizing this cultural
revolution on film, Antonioni does not fall
into the banal and cliche-ridden images
which defeated him in "Zabriskie Point."
This idea of cultural revolution can and
has been dealt with in Italian cinema and
had Antonioni chosen to do "Blow-Up" in
Italy, it probably would have appeared as
much too similar to Fellini's "La Dolce
Vita" made in 1959. Both films utilize a
rather romantic figure: Fellini's
protagonist is a journalist covering high
society, who moves quite freely in all levels
of the society as does Thomas in "Blow-Up".
What is so fascinating here, aside from the
tension of reality which is best experienced
in viewing the film, is Antonioni's masterful
use of a cliche hero to hold these elements of
the film together. In a number of films,
especially those dealing with politics, we
often see hordes of journalists and
photographers running like flies from this or
that happening. "Z" and "La Dolce Vita"
are two immediate cases in point. Marshall
McLuhan, in From Cliche to Archetype,
deals with this idea of the cliche as probe:
"All media of communications are cliches
serving to enlarge man's scope of action, his
patterns of association and awareness." (1.
57) Now in "Blow-Up" we have a figure who
deals with the medium of photography to
probe, as with a cliche, his perceptions of
the world. And this photographer, certainly
a cliche, serves to probe the cultural
revolution of London as a means for An-
tonioni to depict this process of increasirtg
awareness which can occur in any society.
In considering the total experience of the
film, we can formulate very real ideas on
the nature of the individual in a society
undergoing severe changes in morality and
custom. Besides this, the film has
fascinating scenes of London's beautiful
people society which alone make "Blow-
Up" well worth seeing.
Nightowl
Trinity Theater Arts professor George E. Nichols III chats with Tennesse Williams after
Mr, Williams was awatded an honorary degree at the University of Hartford.
Yale Atheneum
Yale University Theatre-Yale School of
Drama will present "Mad Dog Blues" by Sam
Shepard in workshop production for February
1-4; performances will be at 7:'00, Feb. 2 ancU
performances will go up at 7:00 and 10:30 p.m.
The Atheneum--Saeko Ichinohe, Japanese
dancer and choreographer will perform her
prize winning compositions with members of
her company on February 3 at 8:00 in the
Wadsworth Atheneum Theater.
The Nightowl, Trinity's new coffeehouse, is
open weeknights from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. and
weekends from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., providing food
and entertainment. The coffeehouse has a juke
box, pin ball machine, and air hockey. It
sponsors musical arrangements every
weekend, which are announced in the weekly
calendar, and provides .all types of food and
drink. Students are urged to bring their own
liquor, because the coffeehouse was unable to
obtain a liquor license. Because the Nightowi is
for Trinity students, they are welcome to help
and offer suggestions. .
1
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The Tragedy
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This week, two of the symbols that have pervaded our
lives disappeared. On Monday, Lyndon Baines Johnson,
the thirty-sixth president of the United States, died and, on
Tuesday, President Nixon announced a cease-fire for
Saturday in Vietnam.
We say "disappeared; and by that we mean they have
vanished from the surface of our lives. But it will be dif-
ficult for any of us who lived through the era of Lyndon
Johnson — which was at the same time the era of Vietnam -
- to completely erase the memories or eradicate the im-
pression they made beneath the surface.
From the moment that John F. Kennedy was killed, the
time has seemed out of joint.-We hear time and again that
we have lived in an era of turmoil. We recall the riots and
the campus disturbances and the anti-war movement and
the Civil Rights campaigns and the flower children and all
the rest. It's been an exciting time.
And it will always be associated in our minds with
Lyndon Johnson -- with that bullet that started it all, with
the war that ran beneath as insistent as the pounding sea.
And so, before anything that has happened to us can make
sense or take on a historical perspective we must consider
who was Lyndon Johnson and what was this war?
All the columnists are already talking about the tragedy
of Lyndon Johnson. Tragedy is an ideal word to describe
the story of this man for he was truly a great leader. A
brilliant legislator and powerful personality, he had taken
a leading role on the national scene even before he entered
the White House. And in the role of Chief Executive, he
seemed to have the stuff to be one of the greatest
presidents ever. He created programs to combat poverty,
create jobs, improve hospitals, desegregate schools,
protect minorities, and otherwise lead us to what he called
"The Great Society."
And at the same time he was creating a perversion of
American internationalism - the massive ground and air
war in Vietnam. Vietnam - that name will always fall like
a bomb into conversations and in memory. Vietnam -- even
more than the Great Society *- was the shaping force of
Lyndon Johnson's fate and our own. And like a bomb, the
'constructive'
To the Editor:
The point Dr. Hyland expressed in his
recent letter to the Editor is certainly well-
taken: it is obvious that journalistic
criticism tends to be more negative than
appreciative. It is equally obvious that this
is in some sense unfortunate. I would sub-
mit, however, that criticism, lay or
professional, be constructive in order that
the artist involved learn from what is said of
his or her work. Insipid praise, though
pleasant enough, is no more beneficial than
indiscriminate damnation.
I have no opinion of the December dance
concert as I didn't see it. What disturbs me
nonetheless is the department's apparent
plea for immunity from unfavourable
review. I don't recall Ms. Dworin ever
having taken exception to an article in the
Tripod praising a performance; I hardly
think it fair that she no.t be willing to accept
one less to her liking. Ms. Ashburn's article,
though negative, was sincere and well-
delineated. I can't think it arbitrary that
several performers in the concert have
publically agreed with the criticism levelled
at them. If the Dance Department chooses
to exercise its prerogative that its members
not "be judged in the light of professional
excellence", I suggest they present their
programs in workshop situations for which
there is no admission charge. This is
already standard procedure for the Theatre
• Arts Department regarding student one
acts.
Secondly, I can't help questioning the
integrity of a department that declares its
privilege to be beyond criticism. Any
allowance made for the student arts,
. because they are student arts, is unbearably
•patronizing. The implication is that what
we do is somehow less valid than the
"regular arts", that we are actually
recipients of a liberal student arts education
or meager preparation for a predominantly
non- student world.
The advantage of the academic com-
munity is that people of all bends can help
each other continue to improve one's work
by free discussion.
My strong suspicion is that Dr. Hyland
memory of Vietnam will leave craters for years to come
where little fruit can grown.
What was the flaw that produced Vietnam? Was it
President Johnson's blindness to realities? Was it a slavish
obedience to the rationale of the Cold War? Was it the
product of his need to appear masculine? Or was it a
product of his inferiority feelings at being the graduate of a
small, Southwestern teachers' college?
We cannot claim to know. We do not need to know in any
absolute way what led to his decision. The decision itself
was a mistake - an act in history as irrevocable as
Oedipus's violation of taboo or Lear's banishment of his
daughters.
And as with Oedipus or Lear, Lyndon Johnson and his
fall can make us better men and women and fill us with
awe and the gaiety of life. His rise and fall can fill us with
pity and fear and admiration. His strengths and flaws can
show us where we have been strong and where we have
failed. His life teaches us we are not living in a great
society because we can kill Vietnamese peasants. We can
live in a great society if we care for the poor and the sick.
We are not living in a great society because we can build
bombs and ships and planes. We can live in a great society
if we construct hospitals and homes. We are not living in a
great society because we have a Gross National Product in
excess of a trillion dollars. We can live in a great society if
we will share that vast income and the wealth it spring
from. In short, we are not living in a great society simply
because we have great power. We can be a great society if
we will use that great power to create a better life for all
people through social services and art and understanding.
It's all there in the life of Lyndon Johnson -- a modern
drama acted out on the stage of history. The question is.
what do we do now that this play is over? We sense that the
cease-fire in Vietnam and Lyndon Johnson's funeral are
the symbols of what must transpire in our hearts -- a cease-
fire, a putting down of the old guns, a burial of the wicked
side of our past. And at that moment, we will be like
William Butler Yeats's figures in lapis lazuli -- observing
the tragic scene, listening to sad music, but with glittering,
gay eyes.
Letters
had no intention of negating this when he
wrote his letter. I also suspect that Dr.
Hyland would not be willing to extend the
same criteria he outlined for encouraging
student art to grading philosophy papers. If
in fact I am wrong in this, my roommate has
indeed been grievously treated.
Yours Respectfully,
Stephen Fisher
'insult9
To the Editor:
I want to protest the arbitrary imposition
of locks on the bathroom doors of Wheaton.
The dorm has never voted on the question of
locks or any other measure designed for
"security" reasons,
It is bad enough that students have vir-
tually no say in determining curricula, in
the hiring and promotion of faculty, or in the
selection of administrators and trustees. To
further abridge student rights by instituting
locks without student consent is to add insult
to injury.
It is essential that Student Services and
the Security Office not take action in the
future without consulting the students.
Moreover, locks that were installed
previously must be removed if the majority
of students in a dorm or on a floor dont
indicate support for them.
'no vote9
To the Editor: , , „,..,
I hesitate to disagree with a statemem
made by the Tripod which I am sure wa
correct in 99% of the cases, that is,.&"
students who registered on Ja""8^ 15JT
16 were given ballots to vote in SEC w-
tions. I am afraid, however, that wnen
registered at 1 p.m. on Monday the im
was not given the opportunity to vote. i«
matter of fact, I was surprised wnerrI »
that the RESULTS were out for an «ecw
hadn't even seen). I am sure t t e t . " *51ts
fluke, but no one was giving out oau
immediately after registration re-oj*•
following the lunch hour. The person w^
was there with me concurs on this, i <»
asking that anything be declared «»™w
anything, but I did miss voting in an eieu
where I KNEW someone who was running
(for a change). Thank you for your
dulgence in my little^le of: woe,
s ' '
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The Plight of the Farmworkers
Jy Tom Langfitt CZ7
By „ „ „ _
Riverhead is a community at the eastern end of
Suffolk County, Long Island at the point at which Long
Island becomes a fork dipping into the Atlantic. It is
primarily an agricultural community, and if it were
not for the occassional gleaming shopping centers and
the 60's model pickup trucks you might think you were
back in the 50's. ,
There are two classes of agricultural workers in
Riverhead. One group is seasonal workers who live in
Riverhead all year round. Most seasonals live in
shantytowns which are carefully zoned off any major
roads. Seasonals own or rent small, run-down, 3 or 4
room structures that, for the purposes of rent or
mortgage payments and zoning ordinances pass for
houses. They work in the fields or sheds when there is
work, perhaps 6 months out of a year, and the rest of
the year they try to find other jobs and live off what
they might have been able to save. Considering that
even during the 2 or 3 good months in the year they
average only 50 or 60 dollars a week, they save very
little.
The second group of workers is the migrants who
follow the different harvests from Florida to" New
England. Their wages are more or less the same as the
seasonals, but may be less according to the whim of the
employer. It is important to understand that due to the
temporary nature of their stay in Riverhead, migrant
workers confront the employer from a psychologically
and legally weaker position than seasonals and are
thus more vulnerable and exploitable. All migrant
workers live in block cement buildings resembling one-
floor barracks; they rent a bed for four dollars a week.
These are owned by the company which employs the
workers, and this relationship makes them even more
susceptible to exploitation and blackmail by the em-
ployer. Three days after the present strike began
against the I.M, Young Co. the company tried-illegally
to evict the striking workers from the camps. When a
court injunction prevented this, the heat in the
buildings mysteriously went off, and there has been no
heat in the buildings since December 7th.
The migrant and seasonal workers who are presently
on strike are striking the I.M. Young Co., one of the
three largest potatoe graders on the east coast. Young
is a dealer/processor. The company buys harvested
potatoes from small farmers in the area, cleans them,
grades them according to size, packs them in bags and
then ships them out to buyers such as large super
market chains.
Migrant workers from New York and the South were
promised $2.50 an hour if they would travel to
Riverhead to grade potatoes for Young. When they
arrived they were told that the wage would only be
$2.00 an hour and that Young was waiting to grade
most of his potatoes in March because the projected
price then for 100 lbs. of potatoes was almost $2.00
more than the present price of $5.50 per 100 lbs. The
prospects for the workers were sitting out the winter
months with weekly paychecks of 20 odd dollars. The
workers went on strike for $2.89 an hour, 10 cents an
hour for a health fund (a number of workers now have
tuberculosis), and a guaranteed 40 hour work week.
The important aspect of this strike is the ways in
which it is similar to the struggle of lettuce harvesters
in California. The first thing to recognize is that neither
group of workers is struggling for just better wages or
only a guaranteed work week. Their struggles center
around the right of every man and woman to determine
her/his own destiny. Although this right is supposedly
guaranteed in this country, farmworkers suffer
physically and emotionally from a lack of it. They have
neither the physical mobility or financial stability
afforded most people by regular decent-paying jobs.
Thus they have no choice but to live where they can
(the cold cells of L.I. or the boiling tin shacks of the
southwest) and eat what they can.
Many people think migrant workers should quit the
fields and find other jobs; some workers are beginning
to agree with them; but many others enjoy working in
fields and simply want to be able to make a living. The
crucial point is that most of those who would like to quit
don't know of alternatives and couldn't make the
switch from farm work to city labor as easily as those
of us who a) have money b) know the language c) are
protected from the police and racist segments and self-
confidence to avoid ghettos and choose a good place to
live. . .
The similarity between the workers on Long Island
and those in California does not end there. Most of the
workers are not hired directly by the owner of the field
or processor. They are hired by a "labor contractor"
who, after gathering enough workers, sells the
package to a grower or owner. The grower negotiates
with the labor contractor or crew chief to, pay the
workers so much and the crew chief so much. The
growers rarely pay as they promised. When they don't,
the crew chief is hardly bothered because it sure won't
come out of his share. If the grower does pay as
promised, the crew chief pockets what he wants and
tells the workers that the grower ripped them off. It is
no coincidence that crew chiefs carry and use shot-
guns. The worker has no choice but to work under a
crew chief since the grower will refuse-to deal with the
worker individually or collectively i.e. through unions
like the United Farmworkers.
Crew chiefs would have no hold over farmworkers if
the growers did not support them. Growers couldn't
support the crew chiefs if they went bankrupt because
nobody would eat their lettuce.
Union lettuce may be a little more expensive than
non-union lettuce, but cotton was also a lot cheaper
before 1865.
Protect Minorities
Denying Lettuce Rights
By Jeffrey Harr is
The January 23 issue of the Tripod rekindled the
issue of Trinity's lettuce boycott. In an article last
week, the leaders of that boycott suggested they might'
re-poll meal ticket holders on the question of the
continued boycott of non-union iceberg lettuce. There
was a boycott of iceberg lettuce last semester, but the
new head of the food service, David Myers, believes
that, Because of the large number of new students on
the meal plan this semester the old student voted
boycott should not stay in effect.
It is questionable to a student of economics however
whether taking a poll in this situation could result in
anything more than majority tyranny and the denial of
minority rights. There are several reasons for this
conclusion. Lettuce is a product that can.be divided
into infinitely divisible units. The consumption of
lettuce is packageable so the benefits of lettuce con-
sumption affects only the individual consumer. Each
individual then can equate his preference for lettuce
with the amount of lettuce he consumes. Therefore, if
the consumer feels strongly for the plight of the lettuce
workers, his cost in consuming iceberg lettuce will be
high. This will be reflected in a refusal to consumer
iceberg lettuce. As the costs for eating iceberg lettuce
decrease, consumption will increase. Thus, each in-
dividual will be able to "vote" for or against the
boycott by consuming or failing to consumer iceberg
lettuce each time he or she enters the dining hall.
By inappropriately changing a private market
system process to one in which the political process of
voting is relied upon for the allocation of resources, the
system changes from one of unanimous rule where all
members of a social groups determine policy of
allocation, to a suboptimal situation. In a suboptimal
situation certain goods (in most cases due to their
nature) are allocated or consumed in suboptimal
amounts because the utility of each individual cannot
be equated to the costs of consumption.
Economists find in analyzing the problem of
allocating a public good (one which is not divisible
among consumers) "the whole problem analyzed here
can be eliminated by changing the rule which compels
the minority to accept the decisions of the majority
without compensation. So long as the rule is employed
to make collective decisions, the individual voter must
expect to incur external costs as a result of public or
collective action." (The Calculus of Consent) -•
The organizers of the iceberg lettuce boycott ef-
fectively took a private good (packageable) and
subjected it to a sub-optimal rationing system in which
the individual's satisfaction was not equated with their
costs, The result was an underallocation of iceberg
lettuce. So it can be ; included the organizers of the
boycott have shrewdy ised the poll to cause an
suboptimal consumption of iceberg lettuce in Mather
Hall denying individual rights by ignoring the
preferences of individual consumers.
My suggestion to the College Community is to allow
the market system to function unrestricted. Each
member of the dining community can vote his
preference-by choosing to eat iceberg lettuce in any
quantity or refusing to eat that type of lettuce. The
result will be that Saga Food Company will only buy
that which is consumed, thereby restricting or in-
creasing the demand for iceberg lettuce from the
producer depending upon the preferences of the in-
dividual diner.
The leaders of the lettuce boycott should try if they
want to deal equitably with Trinity students, to attempt
to influence each individual to order his or her
preferences in a way that restricts consumption of
iceberg lettuce. If the iceberg faction insists on polling
the community with the idea of boycotting iceberg
lettuce based on majority preference. I contend that
students should vote "no" to the boycott. This is
because such a poll denies unanimity rule in favor of
the individual preferences of students at Trinity
College. '•.'•:•".
Sf J •
From The Right
King Richard
By James Jackson
We all know that power corrupts and that absolute
power corrupts absolutely. With this in mind, what are
we to make of that inscrutable Quaker on the hill whose
power would now seem to have, at least, solidified
absolutely? In recent weeks, he has provided awesome
instances of its use in personally ordering "massive B-
52 bombing of urban targets" (Time, Jan. 22,1973), in
the thorough revamping of his administrative staff,
and, perhaps most impressively, in his control of news
sources, both into and out of the White House.
This authority, though perhaps no greater than that
of any other President's, combined with Congress'
continuing dissolution as an effectual political force,
might forbode a permanent derogation of govern-
mental control. Might. The question as to whether it
will is hardly irrelevant, though (in light of what might
be termed - rather euphemistically - a "popular
morality") certainly not an incumbent possibility. The
real issue is just exactly what we should do regarding
this use (and/or abuse) of power.
Since coming into office, Nixon has cautiously set
about affixing to the Presidency, an aura of om-
nipotence, Joseph Kraft wrote in Harpers (March*
1970), "Elected by a narrow minority of the country
with only lukewarm support from his own party to face
a Democratic Congress and a bureaucracy self-
confident as rarely before, Mr. Nixon one year later
was on top with his party, the Congress, the
bureaucracy, and the country. . .He has been able to
rule " This position was achieved through the selection
of government appointees with a view to ideological
: On The Abuses of Power
balancing as well as for their qualities of personal
loyalty; by equilibrilizing the Supreme Court whose
philosophical precepts often dulled its legal judgment;
and by virtue of the withering of State hegemony in
National affairs (which he by no means brought
about).
The danger implicit in such a situation is the
powerlessness it leaves the rest of the nation to avert
the consequences of a poor political decision. The
paradigmatic state of affairs in a representative
democracy (given consideration of the pragmatics of
government and governed) is one in which a
President's administrative power is buffered by the
opposing forces of judicial and legislative bodies that
are other than mere agents of Presidential whim.
The only drawback to all this is that, while having an
eristical attractiveness, it most often fails in actuality.
It has been the lesson of history that people respond
best to the leadership of the individual as opposed to
the institution; that our best Presidents have been
those unconcerned with the pervasiveness of their own
power. If Nixon has abused the power of his office, it
has only been in hiding himself from political
reproach, for his actions themselves have indicated no
such abuse.
Though many of his initiatives seemed to take an
unusually leftist direction, they have actually been
moves designed to provide the foundation for the later
restricting of governmental dominion. This has been
true of his economic innovations: after two phases of
the kind of programs that have been advocated by
liberal economists for years, we are given a third
stage that would seem to guarantee wide economic
freedom by preserving incentives in the hands of
magagers and workers. His cutback of ineffective
domestic policies has also been laudable. His
inauguration address portends much in the way of
reduced Federal autonomy: "Nixon intends to
disburse federal funds to local governments, first
through unrestricted general revenue sharing". Even
his diplomatic overtures to Russia and China can be
seen as attempts to limit and, at the same .time, put
into much needed perspective the question of the uses
of power.
Overall, however, Nixon's first term should not be
taken as definitive of what is to follow. Obviously,
much energy was tapped in securing broad popular
support and in laying the framework necessary for a
responsive and workable bureaucracy. Of what he
intends for a second term, we can only guess based on
the intimations of character and political identity that
he has given us. This once again raises the issue of the
boundaries of power since all we can ever do is put our
faith in the man and hope for the best.
How much the President can really do without the
support of Congress or the people is questionable. It is
clear, however, that a situation in which power is
allowed to boil unrestrained is to be avoided. Nixon has
given us no cause for any more than intelligent con-
cern; the best approach would now seem to be one of
"wait and see". After twenty-some years of adept
maneuvering to reach the top of his own "greasy pole",
we can only hope thathe doesn't see fit to slide off.
A,
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If Dogs Run Free
" > • I .
What Men Live By: Part Two
ty Matt Moloshok 0By Matt Moloshok(•Editor's Note: Last week, Larry Libido, a private
investigator, and his roommate, Dr. Moloshok, took on
the caper of a missing administrator - R.U. Forreil.
Jorreil's wife, Raoul, a tall blonde with good gams,
first interested them in the case. In pursuing a lead,
however, our dynamic duo was ambushed, sending Dr.
Moloshok into the hospital. Realizing that the arch-
villain Bishop Brownell had some hand in the matter,
Dr. Moloshok and Libido engineered a brilliant escape
from the hospital, and met the Bishop on the Quad.
They soon realized, however, that the Bishop was just a
grant on something bigger -- an underground computer
complex. And who was running the biggest computer
of them all? RAOULl)
Raoul turned and faced us.
"Welcome to Bishop Brownell's Nose," she said. "I
trust you'll find the accomodations comfortable.
Follow me please."
Libido had regained his composure and was already
looking around to find avenues of escape and to figure
out what the various computers were for.
"This is interesting," he told her as we walked. "The
best complex I've seen since Dr. No's."
"Yes, the Bishop borrowed all No knew for the
Nose." . -. •,
"I meant No's edible complex," he said.
"Well, so did I," she said. "We imported his mother
when he got tired of chewing her out"
As we were walking down the corridor, we could see
midget men the color of pumpkins working on the
white, banks of computers. Finally we arrived at our
rooms. They were pure white with no furnishings
except for a table and a bed. A large Oriental tapestry
of blue and gold was draped over the ceiling.
"Comfy," said Libido dryly.
"I think you'll like your view," Raoul said, drawing
back the curtain. It revealed the feet of Trinity
students walking down the long walk.
I started to wave wildly, but Raoul said, "Don't
waste your energy. You cansee them but they can't see
you. The "sidewalk" is eleven feet thick."
'.'She's right," Libido said on examination. "Yet
another of No's old tricks, no?"
"Yes," she said. "And now if you will excuse me."
"Just one thing," Libido said. "If you weren't a
woman I would undoubtedly belt you one, but your
femininity has touched my heart and has always
played a chord on the violin of my soul. You really had
me convinced that you were a damsel in distress. But
now it seems that you are ten times more insidious
than Bishop Brownell. He was just a front for your
perversity."
Raoul started to cry and ran up to Libido and buried
her head on his shoulder. "Oh, Mr. Libido, don't say
those things. You don't understand, You don't un-
derstand."
"Shades of Mary Astor," Libido said, pushing her
away.
"Oh you men blame us for all sorts of silly
mistakes," she sobbed. "I wanted to be a good girl. I
didn't know Brownell was such a rat. I thought he was
an honest priest."
"He ministers to the devil," said Libido.
"That's the point," she said. "I didn't know that
when I met him. He promised me he would help my
husband get a permanent position - watching the
clouds roll by, And that was what he wanted. To watch
the clouds go by - like the Bishop."
"I think Brownell got him a permanent position all
right - horizontal, and six feet under," I interjected.
"No," Libido said. "That would be too crass. That's
not Brownell's style, He has to keep up the appearance
of a man of the cloth. That's why he always Wears
diapers.over his head."
"He was so inconspicuous," Raoul sobbed.
"Well, the first thing we have to do is get out of
here," Libido said. "And you're going to have to help
us, Mrs. Forreil."
"Call me Raoul," Raoul said quietly. "All right.
Follow me."
It was tricky going down the corridor. All along the
way we had to hide until Raoul could lure the pumpkin
men away from the doorways and we could get past.
After a hair-raising hour's tiptoe down the corridor, we
were back to the control room where we had first seen
Raoul.
Suddenly a voice came over a loudspeaker. "You
fools, you will never escape. I have you surrounded.
You will wait at the control room until I come to visit
you. And you will pay for this breach of etiquette and
abuse of my hospitality."
We looked all around for the source of the voice but
could fine none. "Who was that?" Libido asked Raoul..
"I don't know," she said. "I only got here right after
you left the hospital."
"Poor little thing," I said. "And you .couldn't
escape."
"Oh, I didn't particularly want to escape until Larry
came along," she explained. "You see, I didn't have
your will in life. I was always content to just let life
happen. You can't escape from it. And it's not
something I ever wanted to escape from,"
"Well, we'll have to give you a shot at the cocaine
when we get out of here," Libido said. "Always
remember though that your mind is the master of
many things. It can turn your body into a vehicle to the
stars and make you live when your body is telling you
to die."
"Oh, Larry, you're so clever," she said. "I could just
eat you up. You know that don't you?"
"Dr. No. knows, too," he said. "And that's putting
you in rrortal danger along with me."
Just then we heard a trumpet fanfare and the crash
of a gong. A strange looking gentleman entered. He
had perfectly white hair that was combed straight
back and a face with three eyes. His cheeks were each
mirrors and so was his forehead. He walked with a
slight limp. And he spoke with a slight accent - but of
what country or place of origin, I surely cannot say.
"Please allow me to introduce myself," he said, "I
am Dr. Memory.
Next Week: Dr. Memory
Announcements
Tripod Pepsi Women Tutoring
All announcements must be typed, triple-
spaced. Each announcement must be ac-
companied by a sheet of paper indicating the
following information:
1) Name of person submitt ing an-
nouncement.
2) Number of times announcement is to be
inserted.
3) One- or two-word "s lug" or title of an-
nouncement.
When announcing an event, be sure to include
ttme, place, day, date, admission charge/ and
spdnsor.of event.
the 'announcement must pot include such
phrases as "Please announce this in the
Tripod." The announcement should simpfy be
submitted, in the upper righthand corner write
or type the words: "Announcement- Set in 7 pt.
one column."
Announcements.may not exceed 90 words,
unless they areof special importance. In such a
case include a count of the number of words in
the announcement on both sheets. All numbers,
initials/names, etc.,are considered part of the
word count.
The Pepsi-Cola Bottlers of Connecticut will
assist the March of Dimes with a "Save-A-
Nickel Give-A-Nickel" campaign.
From January 15 through February'3rd you
can save 5<t on the purchase of Pepsi-Cola Six-
Packs pints (diet and regular) and Pepsi-Cola
will donate an additional 5<t to the March of
Dimes for each six-pack purchased.
Last year, through the "Save-A-Nickel"
Promotion, Pepsi-Cola donated more than
$10,000 to the Connecticut March of Dimes, and
March of Dimes leaders expect more than
$15,000 this year.
Parapsych
Feiffer
There will be a meeting of .the Trinity
Parapsychological Research Group on Sunday,
February 4th, at 7;30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
Plans will be discussed for conducting original
research at Trinity College. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend,
The Office of Community Life is sponsoring
three programs concerning "Perspectives on
Life Style and Career Planning for Worrien" in
Wean Lounge on Wednesday and Thursday.
There will be coffee and cookies preceding
each of the speakers, and all are welcome to
bring dinner trays into the Lounge for informal
discussion and dinner with the speakers both
Wednesday and Thursday at 5:30 p.m;
Ms, Gail Shea, assistant provost at the
University of Connecticut, will speak Wed-
nesday at 4:00 on the topic of "Women's Work:
What It Is and Where It Is."
Mrs. Paula Robbins, Trinity's director of
career counseling, will speak on Thursday at
4:00 on the topic of "Planning for Careers and
Life Styles."
From 7:00 to 9:00 on Thursday there will be a
group discussion of' life styles and career
planning with members of the Trinity faculty
and administration. The members of the
faculty and administration will lead small
discussion groups, and this will give everyone
the chance to exchange ideas, questions, and
opinions concerning the two programs and the
topic of life styles and career planning.
The West Side Middle School, will sponsor a
tutoring program beginning Feb.: 7 for 10
Wednesdays1. Tut6rs are needed in reading and
math from 2:15 to 3:30 p.m. All tutoring is one a
one to one basis. If interested, contact Mr. Ross
at 522-9350 at least one week before the
program begins so arrangements for training
can be made. There will be a tutoring training
program at West Side Middle School 7:30-9:30
on the following Tuesdays: Feb. 6, 13, 27, and
March 6.
Free Will
• The Department of Philosophy presents
Joshua Hoffman, (Trinity class of '68,) or
Brandeis Univ.
 ;
will speak on
"Free Will and Possibility"
Thursday, February 1
at 4:00 p.m.
in Alumni Lounge.
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Building a New Student Movement
By Peter Basch V—7By Peter BaschIn 1970, it seemed the spirit of concern that had so
effectively confronted the issues of the 60's was dying
fast if it was not already dead. On most campuses,
apathy was increasingly replacing involvement as
students saw their efforts at change frustrated by
inaction and in many cases by repression. The choices
open to students were noticeably slim, either take to
the streets or forget trying to do anything at all lest
your actions produce the opposite effect intended. That
year, however, in two areas of the country not noted for
student activism, a change in direction was taking
place.
In the midst of the disarray, students in Oregon and
Minnesota with Ralph Nader and some of his
associates began to plan for a new type of student ef-
fort, one that would be both more rational and com-
prehensive in its appraoch and which would address
itself more immediately to the resources and
knowledge which students had at their command.
Nader and the students of Oregon and Minnesota
decided that a new direction for the student movement
was the only alternative, they had to substitute
rationality for rhetoric and action for apathy in order
to deal with the massive set of problems which for too
long have been left unattended. Their conclusion was to
create independent Public Interest Research Groups in
each state.
As envisioned by Nader and enacted by the students,
PIRG (Public Interest Research Group) was to be a
multifaceted organization able to tap resources
heretofore beyond the grasp of students. Unlike past
efforts of student organizations, PIRG would have a
stable financial base for the purpose of sustaining long
term sophisticated efforts. This base, arrived at
through a PIRG petition drive which eventually
enlisted the support of overwhelming majorities of
students throughout both states, provided that a
student initiated fee of $2 per semester be placed on the
general fee bill. The PIRG proposal was accepted by
trustees from both state and private universities. The
following September, after the conclusion of the refund
period in which students not interested could obtain a
refund, PIRG became a reality, again with huge
numbers participating. The student boards of directors
then hired a full-time professional staff of lawyers,
researchers, environmentalists, and organizers so that
students at last had resources to defend their own
interests and seek to influence the direction of the
society in which they are citizens. As its backbone the
PIRG's had its student membership participating in
PIRG courses and projects, in many cases for course
credit and as full-time staffers.
Since 1970, fourteen PIRG's have been organized
involving 350,000 students and having a total budget of
over one million dollars. They have attracted large
numbers of committed professionals, heretofore
unable to find employment in public interest areas, to
work long hours at low pay.. In the process, student
concerns and energies have begun to refocus from
apathy and frustration to the kind of social problem
solving activism that the PIRG's have shown to be
workable.
Last spring, Ralph Nader visited many campuses in
Connecticut and suggested that the PIRG concept
might work here. After visits this fall by national PIRG '
organizer Steve Atlas, students from fourteen Con-
necticut schools, including Trinity College, formed an
organizing committee which is now in the process of
running petition drives and organizing PIRG on each of
these campuses. If our organizing campaign is suc-
cessful, by next September students throughout the
state will finally have an organization which responds
to their needs for involved educational opportunities
which can effectively represent their concerns and
which can actually deal in a constructive manner with
the social problems which affect students and all
citizens.
On Wednesday, January 31st, a statewide meeting
will be held at Trinity College. Attending will be Steve
Atlas, national coordinator of PIRG's, Tom Gleason,
Connecticut PIRG organizer, and representatives of
about fourteen colleges throughout the state. The
meeting will officially keynote the start of the PIRG
petitioning drive. February 1-4 will be reserved for
mass publicity drives, with February 5th marking the
start of actual petitioning.
At Trinity, petitioning will be conducted in Mather
Hall during lunch and dinner as well as in the dor-
mitories. An estimated target goal of 75% of the
student body is hoped for. Conducting this activity will
be about twenty Trinity students. The petitions will be
a pledge of student support requesting the Student
Activities Committee to increase the Activities Fee by
$4 per student per year, for support of PIRG. Of course,
students not desiring to support PIRG will be allowed a
refund.
Considering the condition of our society, it is hoped
that the Trinity community will give the necessary
attention to PIRG, Ralph Nader, perhaps best summed
up the situation when he said,
"This country has more problems than it should
tolerate and more solutions than it uses. Few societies
in the course of history faced such a situation: most are
in the fires without the water to squelsh them. . .Our
society has the resources and the skills to keep un-justice at bay and to elevate the human condition to a
state of enduring compassion and creative
fulfillment."
SUPPORT PIRG!!!
This Week
Tuesday, January 30
4:00 p.m. - Women's Squash - Yale - Home.
4:00 p.m. - Fencing - Yale - Home.
7:00 p.m. - MHBoG - Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Room 103, H.L.
7:30 p.m. - Film:. The Battle of the Sexes -
Cinestudio.
, 9; 15 p.m. - Film: Ulysses - Cinestudio.,
Wednesday, January 31
3:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming - Union -
Home.
3:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash - Amherst -
Home.
4:00-5:30 p.m. - Symposium - Part I
"Perspectives on Life Styles and Career
Planning for Women", Speaker: Ms. Gail
Shea, Assistant Provost, University of
Connecticut-Topic: "Women's Work: What
it is and where it is" - Wean Lounge.
5:30 p.m. - Students interested bring
supper trays to Wean Lounge for discussion
with the speaker - Wean Lounge.
4:00 p.m. - TCC - Senate Room.
6:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball - Union -
Away.
7:30 p.m. - Film: Savage Messiah -
Cinestudio.
7:30 p.m. - Hockey - Holy Cross - Home.
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - Union -
Away.
.9:25 p.m. - Film: Blowup - Cinestudio.
Announcements
••' Y W C A . ; . . ; •• ;
. The Young Women's Christian Association of
the Hartford region has announced two
programs for women. ...'
"Exp lore ' ! ,
 a program designed for
housewives contemplating going back to work
or volunteer involvement, will involve reading,
discussions, films, and. workshops, geared
toward self-under-standing and action on new
opportunities. The program will run for six
weeks from Jan. 17th-Feb. 14"at Asylum Hill
Congregational Church, Asylum & Huntington
Hartford, from 9:30-11:30 a.m. Wednesday
mornings. The cost, is $10.00 plus S5.00 mem-
bership to non-members. Babysitting is
available for a small fee.
"Discover" will highlight the special needs of
theryoung, single, working girl with talks by
guest speakers prominent in their fields
followed by small group discussions.: The topics
to be covered are sex discrimination in em-'
ployment, financial problems women face,
social l i fe, medical needs, self-defense,
changing life-styles, and future goals. The first
talk on employment wiil be given by Ms. Sheila
Tobias, founder of the National Professional
Women's Caucus. "Discover" will be held at
Hartford. College for Women, 1265 Asylum
Avenue, Hartford, for eight weeks from Jan.
25th-March VSth on Thursday evenings from
7:00-9:00 p.m. The cost is $10.00 plus $5.00
membership to non-members. For further
^information, and to register, please .call
Patricia Schwartz at 525-1U3. •
3:00 p.m. - Freshman Squash - Amherst -
Home.
Thursday, February 1
2:40-5:30 p.m. - Symposium - Part II -
"Perspectives on Life Styles and Career
Planning for Women", Part II - Speaker;
Ms. Paula Robbins, Director of Career
Counseling, Trinity College - Topic: Plan-
ning for Careers and Life Styles - Wean
Lounge.
 f
5:30 p.m. - Discussion follows as Wed-
nesday.
7:00-9:00 p.m. - Group Discussion of Life
Style and Career Planning - Wean Lounge.
4:00 p.m. - Lecture by Joshua Hoffman,
'68, Brandeis University - "Free Will and
Possibility" - Sponsored by Department of
Philosophy - Alumni Lounge.
(6:00 p.m. - High School Track - HPHS -
Pulaski - New Britain - Field House)
7:30 p.m. - Film: Savage Messiah -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Urban Studies Department
Lecture by Richard Cloward - Columbia
University School of Social Work, "Recent
Poor People Movements; Successes and
Failures" - L.S.C. Auditorium.
9:25 p.m. - Film: Blowup - Cinestudio. •
Friday, February 2
1:00 p.m. - Freshman Squash - Wesleyan -
Home.
Hobart vs. Wesleyan - Home.
4:30 p.m. - Bowdoin vs. Trinity - Home.
6:45 p.m. - Hillel - Shabbat Service and
Kiddush - Goodwin Lounge.
7:30 and 11:25 p.m. - Film: Savage
Messiah - Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - SIMS - McCook Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. - Concert Sponsored by MHBoG -
"Prairie Oysters" - Washington Room.
9:35 p.m. - Film: Blowup - Cinestudio.
Saturday, February 3
10:00 a.m. - Squash Round Robin -
Wesleyan vs. Trinity.
11:30 a.m. - Hobart vs. Bowdoin.
2:00 p.m. - Wesleyan vs. Bowdoin.
3:30 p.m. - Trinity vs. Hobart - F.A.C.
1:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming - Bowdoin -
Home.
1:00 p.m. - Wrestling - Amherst and
University of Hartford - Away (UofH)
2:00 p.m; - Women's Fencing -
Southeastern Mass. University - Home,
2:00 p.m. - Fencing - Norwich - Home.
2:00 p.m. - Hockey-Yale J.V.'s - Away
6:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball -
Williams - Home.
7:30 and 11:25 p.m. - Film: Savage
Messiah - Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Ghost Shirts Benefit Roots
Concert - "Blue Oyster Cult", "Liquide
Lighte", "Patrick Philip Henry" Tickets at
• the door - Admissions $2.00 - Field House.
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball - Williams -
Home.
9:35 p.m. - Film: Blowup - Cinestudio.
Sunday, February 4
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist in the Manner
of the Second Century Rite of Hippolytus -
.Sermon by the Chaplin - Chapel Singers -
C h a p e l . •'•;••••'.• . ' . : :•:• '• .:. ' V .
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass -
Alumni Lounge
7:00 p.m. - SIMS - McCook 102
7:30 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Film: Pat and Mike -
Cinestudio
9:20 p.m. - Film: Gaslight - Cinestudio.
Monday, February 5 ,
9 a.m.-4 p.m. - Marine Corps Represen-
tative MCC Lobby, Admissions Office,
Alumni Lounge.
4:00-5:00 p.m. Religion Department
Colloquiem", Speaker: Mr. Don West, Title:
The Cultural Heritage of Appalachial, The
Role of Religion in a Time for Anger,-
Alumni Lounge.
7:00 p.m. SIMS, McCook, Room 102
7:30 p.m. Gay Lib, Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. Film: Pat and Mike, Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. 4 Connecticut Student Poets,
Wean Lounge. ,
9:20 p.m. Film; Gaslight, Cinestudio
Community Involvement Notices
This semester, many interesting requests
have come into the community service
office. Opportunities exist for a wide range
of volunteer activities. Please contact Sara
Laden at 246-9501 or Ivan Backer at Ext. 310
if you have just a few hours a week to help
someone else. The following are among the
many items desperately in need of volun-
teers.
Unusual, Imaginative Request
A twenty-eight year old blind man in
History
Schools and community organizations in the
Greater Hartford ares that wish to take part in
African-American History Week Feb. 11-18
may contact two educators at the University of
Hartford.
A group of UofH graduate and un-
dergraduate students are prepared to give
public talks on leading figures, both historical
and contemporary, who have made significant
contributions to African and American culture.
To arrange these talks, program chairmen
should phone Dr. John E. Rogers, consultant in
black history and culture,(or Prof. Ifekandu
Umunna, director of the Black Studies
Program. The phone number" is 523-4811. Dr.
Rogers' extension is'288, and Prof. Umunna's
786 or 322. : ,:
African-American History Week stems from
a project sponsored nationally by the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and
History, Washington, D,C.
Glastonbury who majored in Modern
European History at Bowdoin College
before becoming blind, is seeking to do some
kind of volunteer work in the community .He
needs to be able to get to the volunteer place
and would enjoy some companionship from
a college student in the process. This is a
very unstructured and unusual request and
any imaginative response would be ap-
preciated. The contact person is Mrs.
Dorothy Wojno, Director, Volunteer Ser-
vices, State of Connecticut Department.of
Mental Health, 566-5088.
Institute of Living
The Institute of Living is a well-known
private mental hospital within a block of the
campus, There are opportunities here for
volunteers to be with the patients in the
locked wards and work with the patients by ,
talking to them, playing games with them,
and helping them in a variety of ways. The
contact person is Mrs. Helen Rees,
Volunteer Office, 278-7950, ext. 526.
New England Farm Workers' Council
The New England Farm Workers' Council
works with the migrant workers in Con-
necticut who are mainly Spanish speaking
from Puerto Rico. Among other activities,
the Farm Workers' Council, provides in-
struction in English to the farm workers in
such areas as drivers' education, legal
education, health education and consumer
education. Classes are held twice a week in
the evening between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
Transportation to Windsor Locks would be
needed.
This volunteer opportunity could be
structured into an independent study or an
open semester.
There will be a meeting with the
organizers from the Farm Workers' Council
on Tuesday, January 30 at 4:00 p.m. in
Seabury 45. Anybody is welcome to simply
learn more about their work with migrant
workers.in England and explore the
possibilities of volunteer 'work.
Contact person: Ivan A, Backer, 326
McCook,' ext. 310; or Sandy Shapleigh,
Deputy Director, Farm Workers' Council,
413-736-4525.
Legal Aid Society
Students are needed to investigate the
existing programs for Sehior Citizens in
Hartford County. Researchers will be ex-
pected to put together a proposal for Senior
Citizen needs in the county and to research
Federal Legislation as to the availability of
funds for this program. ;
Students may also be expected to coor-
dinate meetings of people who are working
with Senior Citizens, and assist in designing
future senior Citizen activities. If interested,
contact Attny; David Spanier: at 566-6362.
r-?\
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Supreme Court Allows Abortions
\\#:
i ;
• ! ,
By Lenny Goldschraidt
In a 7-2 vote, the Supreme Court over-
ruled all state laws that prohibit or restrict a
woman's right to obtain a legal abortion
during her first three months of pregnancy,
last week.
According to a New York Times article
describing the decision, the Court drafted a
new set of national guidelines that will result
in liberalization of anti-abortion laws in 46
states, but it will not abolish restrictions
altogether.
Abortion continues to be prohibited in
Connecticut despite the Supreme Court's
decision which overturned anti-abortion
statutes in Texas and Georgia. Officials in
the state attorney general's office are
withholding legal opinions on the ap-
plicability of the decision to Connecticut's
law banning abortions pending further
study.
Connecticut's statute, similar to Texas', is
at present being challenged before the
Supreme Court.
"THE BOMBING WAS RENEWED, ACCORDING TO AV4 ADMMSTRf\TK>N SFOkESMAW,TO
PREVENT AM ENEMY W,\W-Up WHICH GOUUD LEAD ID ANOTHER MAOOP OFFBWEf(i
No Connecticut doctors or hospitals will
perform abortions until the Supreme Court
clarifies the legality of the procedure, or the
state legislature repeals Connecticut's law,
a spokesman for Hartford Hospital reported.
Assistant Attorney General Deniel
Schaefer, the official arguing the state's
case before the Supreme Court, was
unavailable for comment on his plans in
light of the Texas and Georgia decisions.
Dr. George Higgings, Trinity College
Counselor, said the new ruling, when ap-
plied to Connecticut, will simplify the role of
anyone involved in counseling. He men-
tioned that in the future Trinity women
desiring abortions will have far less dif-
ficulty arranging them in state. Presently
all women desiring abortions must go out of
state.
Although individual states affected by the
decision will write their own laws, the Court
specified in their ruling the following legal
rights of the pregnant woman: For the first
three months of pregnancy the decision to
have an abortion lies with the woman and
her doctor, and the states' interest in her
welfare is. not "compelling" enough to
warrant any interference.
For the next six months of pregnancy a
state may "regulate the abortive procedure
in ways that are reasonably related to
maternal health," such as licensing and
regulating the persons and facilities in-
volved.
For the last 10 weeks of pregnancy, the
period during which the fetus is judged to be
capable of surviving if bom, any state may
prohibit abortion, if it wishes, except where
it may be necessary to preserve the life or
health of the mother.
Last week's action will not affect existing
laws in New York, Alaska, Hawaii, or
Washington where abortions are already
legally available in the early months of
pregnancy. The decision will require,
however, the rewriting of statutes on
abortion in every other state.
An issue of debate and high emotion, the
decision to legalize abortions in the U.S.
drew mixed response from sections of
America.
Woman lawyers from the Center for
Constitutional Rights praised the courts
action as a victory for the womens'
liberation movement and "a tribute to the
coordinated efforts of womens'
organizations, women leagues, and women
throughout the country."
Cardinal Cooke of Philadelphia, however,
reminded Americans that "judicial
decisions are not necessarily sound moral
decisions. Whatever their legal rationale,
seven men have made a tragic utilitarian
judgement regarding who shall live and who
shall die."
The Supreme Court decision has left
unanswered a number of serious medical
and legal questions, according to the Times
article. Among these questions are the
immediate impact on existing state laws,
the role of local health authorities in setting
standards for safety in early abortions, and
the fate of most of the abortion clinics
around New York.
The Times reported that it remains to be
seen whether doctors across the nation will
now take advantage of the new law to
perform immediate abortions or wait for
further clarification.
TWO Plans Active Semester
EDUCATION
Teach in Latin America, the Eastern
Caribbean, Thailand, Malaysia, Africa, the
Pacific Islands, Jamaica or 42 other
countries. Positions open also here in the
U.S. The choice is yours. If you are a
qualified teacher or will be soon, the Peace
Corps and VISTA need you. Contact:
Theresa Martin Division of Minority Af-
fairs, 90 Church Street, N.Y. 212 264 7124
BUSINESS
Use your skills in Latin America, Fiji,
Jamaica, Africa or here in the U.S. Gain
valuable experience setting up coops,
corporations credit unions. Conduct
marketing and (abor surveys. Establish
long range economic goals at all levels of
government. Teach production marketing,
etc. The Peace Corps and VISTA need you.
Contact: Theresa Martin, Division of
Minority Recruitment, 90 Church Street, 212
264 7124
COLLEGE GRADUATES
College graduates wanted in Latin.
America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean.
Agriculture, health, teaching and com-
munity development positions' open here
and abroad. The choice is yours in the
Peace Corps and VISTA. Contact: Theresa
Martin, Division of Minority Recruitment,
90 Church Street, N.Y.C. 212 264 7124
By Martha Cohen
Trinity Women's Organization (TWO)
plans a full calendar of events and projects
for this semester including free films,
lectures, and the publication of a pamphlet.
The reason for TWO's inactivity and small
membership last semester was a lack of
organization and direction, according to
Susie Crimmins, one of the remaining
members.
Over Christmas vacation, Crimmins and
several other members met and discussed
the future of the organization. She said the
results of the meetings were "decisive,
detailed plans to reactivate enthusiasm
and interest in TWO during the coming
REGAL NOTES
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the blgestl Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro-
pology, Art, Black Studios, Ecology, Eco-
nomics, Education, History, Law, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology,
Religion, Scjence, Sociology and Urban Prob-
lems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics avail-
able.
REGAL NOTES
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201
months."
Among the several well-known, highly-
rated films which TWO scheduled are The
Pumpkin Eater, Rachel, Rachel, Bed and
Sofa, and A Woman Rebels.
The Pumpkin Eater, starring Anne
Bancroft, (screenplay by Harold Pinter)
deals with an upper middle- class woman's
confusion about her roles as a housewife
and a mother.
Rachel, Rachel, starring Joanne Wood-
ward, (directed by Paul Newman)
examines the attempts of an unmarried
school-teacher to free herself from her
sheltered life.
Bed and Sofa is a unique, silent Russian
film, which explores the relationships of a
woman, her husband, and her lover".
A Woman Rebels, starring Katherine
Hepburn, is the story of a woman struggling
against the smothering society of the 1870's.
A major speaker will be Claudia Dreyfus,
former news editor of the East Village
Other, the largest and oldest underground
newspaper in the country.
Dreyfus leads a feminist group called
Media Women, and does public affairs
broadcasts for WBAI. She wrote two books,
Radical Lifestyles (1971) and Consciousness
Raising (1972) as well as several mag- azine
article's. Other speakers and panel
discussions are being scheduled.
/>A7f
TWO set-up several consciousness-raising
groups which will be meeting in the next few
weeks. The purpose is to get women
together, to talk, and come to a better un-
derstanding of themselves, their relation-
ships with other people-male and female,
and their lives at Trinity.
Members of TWO talked with women at
the University of Connecticut and the
Greater Hartford Women's Center about
their experiences in consciousness-raising.
They also attended discussions on
establishing, leading, and maintaining these
groups.
The Office of Community Life and TWO
are collaborating on the publication of a
pamphlet about birth control, abortion,
venereal disease, human sexuality,
gynecological care, and related services in
the Hartford area. It will be distributed to
all Trinity students early this spring.
TWO members say there is need for a
gynecologist on campus. , . •
They are conducting a survey to gauge tne
reaction of women students to a campus
gynecologist. The results will be completed
and publicized within a few weeks.
TWO also has several long-range interests
for which plans are not formulated yet.
These include political work to urge tne.
Connecticut legislature's ratification ot tne
Equal Rights Amendment, the formation ot
a day care center and a more intensive
program of women's studies.
, TWO Schedule of Events
(All films are free)
February 7-Film: The Pumpkin Eater-
McCook Aud.-8 pm
February 12 - Slide Show: Women's Image
in Advertising - XTX - 8 pm
February 28 - Film: Bed and Sofa - Wean
Lounge - 8 pm .
March 5 - Short Films: Sometimes i
Wonder Who I Am, Sisters - Alumni Lounge -
8-pm-
March 7 - Film: Growing Up Female -
Wean Lounge - 8 pm
 rTQ
March9-Speaker: CLAUDIADREYFU&
McCook Aud. - 8 pm _
 h
April 2 - Short Films: Windy Day, BreaK-
fast Dance - Alumni Lounge - 8 pm
April 9 - Short Film: Rachel, rachel - LM'
Aud. - 8 pm
April 16 - Short Film: Abortion - Alumni
Lounge - 8 pm
April 19 - Film: Three Lives - Wean
Lounge - 8 pm ,
May 2 - Film: A Woman Rebels - MCCOOK
Aud. - 8 pm
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Targum Crossword
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Last Week's
Answers:
ACROSS
1. Prepares for Publication
6. Soprano Lily
10. Glance Through
1^. Corruptible
15, Arabian Region
16, Sheet of Glass
17, Devotee
19. Miss Swenson
20. de Plume
21. Xear Henry VIII Took Over
22. Customary
24, Caused by Earthquake
26. Competent
27. Adolescent
28. Illicit Love Affairs
32. Take and Store Away
34. Mr. Ponti
35. Silent-film Star
36. Shield Knob
37. Game Show Contestants
38. Entreaty
39. Zero
kO. Trimmed Away
~5Ti Diurnal
42. Ship Servants
44. "Mad" Cartoonist
45. Pointed Tools
46. Petty Tyrants
49. Film on Copper Coins
52, Take Out
53• Samoan Warrior
54, Departure
55. Self-love
58, French Mathematician
59« Converse
60. Pronoun(pl.)
61. Polish River
62. Food
63. More Sound
DOWN.
1. Chess Great
2. English Novelist
3. Matchless
k. Prefix 1 Touch
5. Lost Weight
6. Widespread Pear
7. Australian Fish
8. Boy's Nicknams
9. Accumulate Rapidly
10, Backbones
11, Immanuel
12, English Theologian
13, Famous Anthropologist
18, Chief Norse God
23, Sundry Assortment
25, Wateryi comb, form
26, Publicised
28. Priscilla and Abbe
29. Duty
30. Christmas
31. Oscillate
32. Vandals
33. Leave Out
34. Baseball Team
37. Manner of Speaking
Wife of Henry VIII
Chess Piece
Abhors
Restaurant Employee
The Road to
Religious Groups
47. Sheriff's Helpers
48. Continent (abbr.)
49. Spanish Conjunction
50. Chopped Down
51. Fork Prong
52. Fields' Biography
56. Exclamation
57. Na Na
Editor's Note
The first persoft to finish the
Targum crossword puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.
School Pact
Union and school board negociators in
Chicago agreed on terms Thursday and
ended, a strike that has closed the Chicago
school system since January 10.
The agreement calls for a 2.5 per cent
wage increase retroactive to January 1.
This increase will raise teacher starting
pay, already the highest in the nation to
$9,797.
There will also be a reduction in the school
year from 40 weeks to 39 with no loss of pay.
The elementary school teachers will have
two free periods a week to have more time to
prepare lessons.
The agreement extends limits on class-
size to 150 of the system's 650 schools where
no limits had existed.
W. Lydon Wild, chief negotiator for the
board, said the settlement, which ended the
longest of three teachers' strikes in the last
four years, will cost $22 million. Robert M.
Healey, president of the Chicago Teachers
Union, valued the package to the teachers at
$32 million, apparently because of the extra
week off.
The city's school budget for the 1973
calendar year is $838 million with a
NEA
projected deficit of $72 million.
An organization called Citizens for a
Better Environment charged in a report
issued Thursday that the Chicago school
system wasted $42.5 million in 1972. They
said there was overstaffing and ineffi-
ciency in the administration, an excessive
janitorial payroll and overpayment of
teachers who were not carrying a full
teaching load.
12 College
Applications for the 12-College Exchange for
1973-74 are available in the Office of
Educational Services. Applications from
present sophomores who wish to spend their
full junior year ori exchange are preferred but
others may apply. Applications are due in the
Office of Educational Services no later than
Thursday, 1 February 1973. All applications,
even those for only the second term of 1973-74,
are duethen. On or about Monday, 12 February
1973, each applicant will know whether he or
she can be accommodated for exchange at the
college of his or her first choice.
MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NATL. BDS.
• Preparation for t«ts required for
admission to graduate and profes
sional schools
• Six and twelve session courses
• Small groups
• Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts In each field
• Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
• Opportunityfor review of past
lessons vis tape at the center
Special Compact Courses during
Weekends - Intersessions
Summer Sessions
STANLEY H.KAPtAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
1«75 E»t I S * SIMM Brooklyn. N. V
(212)338-6300
(516) 538-4555
DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS
Branches in Mai°r Cities l iv U.S.A.
T*« TuloriKfSch^ mlh «" Nalionmdt Rtpulitim
The Self
The Experimental Planning Committee is
soliciting papers fifteen to twenty pages in
length to be presented before the college
community in a program similar to last
semester's "Rationality And Its Alternatives"
series. The topic has been changed to "The
Self"; students and faculty of all disciplines
are encouraged to participate as speakers or
panel discussion leaders. Dr. Charles Miller
and Stephen Fischer have succeeded Dr.
Hyland, who is currently on sabbatical, as co-
chairmen. All interested people are requested
to contact either of them as soon as possible.
WASHGINTON, D.C., Jan. 4--A nationwide
search for an executive secretary of the
National Education Association has been
launched, NEA President Catharine Barrett
announced today.
"We are seeking an individual from either
inside or outside the education profession who
is capable of serving as the head of a 1,100-
member staff which responds to over 1.2
million members with many diverse programs
and services including such areas as in-
struction, legislation, and human and public
relations; field and legal services; research;
and special services," she said.
Nominations or applications of candidates
should be received in Washington, D.C., no
later than Feb. 1, 1973. They should be ad-
dressed to: President of the National
Education Association, Catharine Barrett,
Jefferson Hotel, 16th and M Streets, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036, All.applications should
include comprehensive pertinent information.
Desirable data includes applicant's vita,
photograph, and recommendations,
Salary for the position is open, com-
mensurate with the responsibility, Barrett
said.
Following a screening process, candidates
will be invited to a personal interview by the
NEA Executive Committee, which is charged
under NEA bylaws with the responsibility of
electing the executive secretary. The an-
nouncement is anticipated not later than
March 15.
' The position is open due to the retirement of
NEA Executive Secretary Sam M. Lambert.
Allan M. West is currently serving as acting
executive secretary.
PHILS'
LUNCH 11 am to 2 p.m.
1.00 & (zips)
Vigil
The six year weekly Quaker Vigil will meet
for the last time Wednesday, January 31, at the
Old State House from 12 to -1. p.m. All are
welcome to come.
ABORTION
INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave)
CALL TOLL FREE
(800)523-4436
A Non-Proflt Organization
op«n 7 days a week
LOWEST
YOUTH FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline
Fly Icelandic's Daily Scheduled
Jets From New York To Luxem-
bourg In The Heart Of Europe.
round-trip jet
YOUTH f ARf.
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. Add $10 each way for Peak
Season departures eastbound
June 20 thru July 25 and west-
bound July 20 thru Aug 31.
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.
round-fr/p jet
STUDiNT f ARL
Ages 26 thru 29. Show proof of
age'and enrollment in bona fide
school. Add $10 each way for
Peak Season departures east-
bound June 1 thru Aug 31 and
westbound July 1 thru Sept 30.
Good for overseas stays of up
to a year.
one-way jet
YOUTH FAR!
Ages 12 thru 25. Show proof of
age. No extra charges. For
youths wishing to remain over-
seas more than a year, this fare
is an exclusive with Icelandic
and is less than half the com-
parable one-way fare of. any
other scheduled airline.
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Youth/Student
Fares to Europe.
Name-
Street.
City—
State_ .Z ip .
My travel agent Is.
ICELANDIC
' • •
Sin
••eiiii
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State Education Changes
Connecticut legislative leaders told
Tuesday's Community Forum on Education
in the Washington Room that the new year
may bring many changes to education in the
state.
State Senator Ruth Truex (R-
Wethersfield), the Senate chairman of the
Joint House-Senate Education Committee,
said her committee will probably bring out a
bill calling on the state to shift away from a
flat-grant system of funding education to a
percentage system.
She explained that now the state gives a
flat grant to each town for each student who
is attending school in that town. As
education costs rise, however, she said that
such a grant shrinks in value.
Under a percentage system, however, the
state would promise to maintain the same
level of support regardless of costs, she
asserted.
While the committee has not decided on a
final form for the bill, Truex said she
believed the state would promise to pay
between 25 and 35 per cent of education
costs.
She added that the committee is con-
sidering legislation regarding teacher
tenure, aid for special education, and cer-
tification of teachers.
She announced public hearings on these
proposals will be held in February and
March.
The second speaker a t the forum was state
Representative Howard M. Klebanoff CD-
Hartford), last year's house chairman of the
Joint Education Committee. He asserted the
state now pays a very small percentage of
education costs compared to the national
average. He said Connecticut pays only
about 27 per cent of educational costs while
the national average is more than 40 per-
cent.
He also questioned what the state will do if
state and federal courts find local funding of
schooling through a property tax an un-
constitutional means of funding education.
He added the National Urban Institute, a
Washington D.C. based firm, will explore
alternative methods of school funding.
The bus strike in Hartford, New Haven,
and Stamford and their surrounding towns
is now in its 66 day and the subsidy
necessary to end it still has not been agreed
upon.
According to the Hartford Courant,
Hartford City Council Majority Leader
Nicholas Carbone believes the bus lines
cannot be operated profitably unless a
reasonable level of service is maintained.
The councilmen charged that the state is
giving localities a choice of accepting
-Bus Strike
limited service or paying for the deficit, said
the Courant.
Carbone said this choice is unacceptable,
because the setback would be irreversable if
limited service is resumed, He added, the
cost of the city financing a subsidy cannot be
born by the heavily taxed property owners.
The only solution according to the coun-
cilman is for the state government to
finance a comprehensive transportation
system for the entire state, said the Courant.
'They do not love
that do not show their love.'
William Shakespeare
Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color, There is
no liner diamond ring.
Keepsakd
R E G I S T E R E D ^ D I A M O N D R I N G S
:.\M,
Rings From S100-SH).()()()
T-M Re«. A. H. Pond Co.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 2Oj>g. booklet, "Planning YdUr Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25((. S-73
Nflmc .
Address-
Cify
State
-€d._
-Zip-
-RINGS,. BOX, 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
-For the 200-Hour Club-
The * Declares War
By Bruce Weber
With the inception of the new designated
pinch hitter rule, the American League has
hoped to bring back its bats which had
escaped to the belfry in recent years. For
those who are uninformed, the new rule
provides that a manager may designate one
player to bat for the pitcher each time the
pitcher, oi' a relief pitcher who replaces
him, comes to bat, This designated pinch
hitter would not be required to play the field,
and as a matter of fact, he would not be
allowed to play the field. The obvious reason
for this move is to put more punch into the
lineup, as the pitchers are traditionally the
weakest hitters on any pro team. The ad-
vantages have been recounted in the sports
sections of most newspapers and in sports
magazines. But there are a number of
disadvantages to the rule, both on and off
the field, with which baseball "will now be
forced to cope, Mostly they concern the
tradition of the game. It disturbs in many
ways the set form that thousands of
Americans are used to watching and
reading about. For instance, can you
imagine how many asterisks are going to go
into the record books from now on? All
records for pinch hitters will be thrown out
the window. The prestigious career of
Smoky Burgess will be all but forgotten.
Secondly, the box score format will have
to be revamped. Where there was once a
space for nine names in the lineup column,
there now must be room for ten. This
noticeably disturbs the symmetry of the box
score, as there are also nine innings. The
symmetry of the box score was something
sacred, one of the first things I noticed when
I.began reading the New York Times sports
section at age six. It was attractive that in
a perfect game, every member of the op-
posing team failed to get on base the same
amount of times. As long as the symmetry
has been thrown off kilter, well, they might
as well throw in a fifth base.
Thirdly, at least one of the all-time great
cliches is destroyed. You can no longer
shout to your pitcher, "Win your own game,
big boy." The phrase "good hitting pitcher"
will soon be out of date.
Speaking of asterisks in the record books,
consider this. Many of baseball's most
revered records will undoubtedly fall and
with them, some of its greatest heroes will
be taken down a notch or two. At this time in
history, Babe Ruth is still the greatest home
run hitter who ever lived. Henry Aaron has a
good chance to pass him. Now Henry will
play probably another two or three years,
during which time it is quite likely.that the
National League will go on to adopt the new
rule. The rule would definitely allow Aaron a
chance to continue playing for as many as
two or three more years after that. If Aaron
fails to beat Ruth in the time before the rule
change is adopted in the National League,
PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
Adoption Services, Pregnancy Testing, Etc. . . .
CALL:
National Family Planning
Council, Ltd.
Help Wanted; Married
couples with or withoufchildren
to babysit in private homes
while parents vacation,. Call
Vacation Sitter Services Inc.
,666-3584 or 666-1047,
then he will certainly do it with an extra
year or two. There is asterisk number one,
After all, how many more homers would the
Babe have hit if he had been allowed to not
play the field in his last few years.
But this is not what is really eating me.
Consider a player like Harmon Killebrewj
who is admittedly a great home run hitter'(
but compared to Aaron and Ruth, he is an
incomplete ballplayer; He is playing in the
American League and is in his mid-thirties.
He has never been a good fielder, and even
when he was younger was slow as a horse, a
condition which his age has not improved.
But Killebrew has hit upwards of 500 home
runs. It is likely that he will be playing very
few games in the field for the rest of his
career. And his career will be lengthened
considerably. With nothing to do but con-
centrate on hitting home runs, it is con-
ceivable that he too could surpass Babe
Ruth. This to me would be even more
distasteful than it was when Bill Melton f
(who?) won the home run crown in the
American League a couple of years back.
It has been assumed by some intelligent
sportswriters that the average length of
games will be shortened because there will
be fewer relief pitchers and therefore fewer
trips that the relievers have to make from
the bullpen to the pitchers mound in raid-
inning, thereby interrupting the game for
several minutes. First of all, it is true that
starting pitchers will be in the game longer,
and thus there will be fewer relief pitchers,
but this is only because the pitcher will no
longer have to be pinch-hit for. This has
nothing to do with a hurler getting cuffed
around by opposing bats and removed from
the game in mid-inning. Secondly, it might
even have the reverse effect, Managers
might tend to leave their pitchers in the
game too long, causing them to be hit hard,
in turn causing them to be yanked during an
opposition rally.
Starting pitchers traditionally: have the
strongest arms on any mound staff. The
decision of whether or not to remove a
pitcher who appears to be still going strong
for a pinch hitter in the late innings of a
close game is one of the toughest decisions a
manager must make, and it has now been .
permanently solved for him. Starting pit- I
chers will stay in the game longer, and ;
teams with weak bull pens will thus be
helped. So the new rule is a hindrance as
well as a help to the offense. The hopes of the
American League rest on the chance that"
the latter will outweigh the former.
From my viewpoint, it cannot fail to have
some kind of affect. This new rule is an
awesome change, akin to enlarging the
basketball hoop or outlawing the zone
defense in football. While it will probably
bring with it a new kind of strategy, along
with additional scoring, I fear for my
memories.
Shortly before vacation, an Agua Hermes
typewriter was taken from the chapel; un-
dercroft. If someone simply borrowed it, please
notify Rick Woodward or box 390. I am in a
financial predicament if not returned. •-.
PHILS'
LUNCH 11 a.m. to 2 p.r
1 . 0 0 & Up (zips)
FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study in Jerusalem/July-December, 1973
(43 students from 22 universities in 1972)
Juniors and Seniors eligible
Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits
Cost: $1850/tuition., room, board
Financial Aid available
Application deadline March 1st
For information write:
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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Girls' Squash
Victorious
By Fran Congdon
The women's squash team traveled to
New Haven last weekend to participate in
the Howe Cup Squash Tournament. Trinity
competed with five other colleges to place
second in the A division and first in the B
division.
The tournament is put on by the United
States Women's Squash Racket Association
and the college division matches are played
at Yale. Trinity entered its top five players
in division A. On Friday they beat Penn 4-1
and Vassar 3-2. On Saturday they also won
both matches by taking Yale 3-2 and Dart-
mouth 4-1. Both Trinity and Princeton were
undefeated going into the finals which made
for a tense match. Trinity lost 4-1 which put
them in second place for this division and
Princeton in first.
Carol Monaghan, in fourth position, went
undefeated in all five games. Both Dusty
McAdoo and Karen Kahn in first and second
positions, respectively, had 2-3 records at
the end of the tournament. Both Erica
Dumpel. and Cinda Kittredge in third and
fifth position, respectively, took their
matches with scores of 3-2.
Only three players from each college
could be entered in the B division in which
Trinity took first place. This team also went
into the finals undefeated. They shut out
Penn 3-0 and Vassar 3-0 on Friday. On
Saturday they again shut out both Yale and
Dartmouth with scores of, 3-0. On Sunday
they beat Princeton 2-1 to 'take first place.
Both Tracey Wilson and Beth Dean in
second and third positions, respectively,
went undefeated in the tournament.
Caroline von Stade, in first place, had a 4-1 •
record.
Overall the team won 14 but of its 15
matches. They played extremely well
against some stiff competition. Princeton
was their strongest opponent and the top
players from both Dartmouth and Vassar
were rigorous competitors.
"The outlook for the rest of the season is
extremely promising," says Jane
Millspaugh, their coach. Princeton offers
the biggest challenge and they meet them
again in February. On Tuesday the team
plays a home match against Yale at 4:00.
This should be a victory if the girls play as
well as they did last weekend.
Tournament Record
Division A
1. Dusty McAdoo
2. Karen Kahn
3. Erica Dumpel
4. Carol Monaghan
5. Cinda Kittredge
Division B
1. Caroline von Stade
2. Tracey Wilson
3. Beth Dean
Sports Shorts
Recreational girls' basketball is being
offered this term on Monday nights from 7-
8:30 p.m. Come to unit D dressed and ready
to play. Competition with other schools may
be scheduled.
For girls interested in synchronized
swimming, practice is held on Tuesday
nights at 7 p.m. for a show which will be put
on sometime during the spring.
Meanwhile, the freshman basketball
team's heroics are going almost unnoticed.
While the varsity has run up a mediocre 3-5
slate, the frosh, despite the loss of two of
their top players, Wayne Sokolosky and
Othar Burks, to the varsity squad, have
earned an excellent 6-1 slate by doing
something the varsity has failed to do for
most of the year — winning the close ones.
Victories 5 and 6 this past week were by
73-70 and 59-58 counts. Against Manchester
Community College, the baby Bants were
trailing almost the entire game. Their half-
time deficit was 9, yet they showed the
character that seems typical of all frosh
teams and few varsity teams as they
recovered for the victory in the closing
seconds,
In the Coast Guard game, Bobby Williams
and Mike Mistretta led the way with 27 and
14 points, and Bo Pickard chipped in with 10
more; as the Bantams won another
squeaker 59-58.
-Hock Jocks
Won
2
2
3
5
3
4
5
5
Lost
3
3
2
0
2
1
0
0
Photo by David Levin
IceBant goalie Nurd "Carl" Norris watches rebound of shot he saved in Wednesday nite's game versus the University of New Haven
Charges. Although he made many other good saves, three Charger shots eluded him. See story, p. 16.
Squashed Jocks
Photo by David Levin
The Bants' Garry Plagenhoef returns a shot against his opponent in last week's match against the University of Toronto. All the
Bantams except David Schirmer were defeated in close games. See story, p. 16.
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Middlebury Takes B's,
Bants Sink Coasties
I • . • . ' • • • = • • * ' -. • • ' . . . ' " .
i&ks-^  r'iis-;-;'•^&S\:A "'.^;;i^iO
Photo by David Levin
Trinity freshman diver Hobie Porter reaches for the sky in his quest for excellence in-
Trinity's aquameetlast Tuesday against Holy Cross, won by the swimming roosters, Sl-
ag. For those of you who are purists, turn the page upside down. For those of you who
want to read swimming articles, write them.
Bj Doug Sanderson
The Trinity College varsity basketball
team split two games during the past week,
losing 78-72 to a more aggressive Mid-
dlebury five Tuesday nite, then returning
home to edge Coast Guard 63-57 Saturday
nite. Both games were decided from he free
throw line.
In the Cadet game, the Bantams were the
more aggressive team, as they drew 21 foul
calls to only 9 that favored the visitors from
New London. Their 15-3 edge from the charity
stripe compensated for their being outshot
from the floor.
Coast Guard led only once, and the score
was tied once, but the home five never could
get more than an 8-point lead. Both teams
started out cold, and when Nat Williams hit
a rebound shot at 9:45 of the first period,
Trinity retook the lead at 12-11.
Two baskets each by freshmen Othar
Burks and Wayne Sokolsky, answered by
only one Cadet bucket, gave the Bants a 28-
21 lead with less than 3:00 left in the first
half, but guard Pat Shuck's hot-shooting
helped the Cadets narrow the margin to 32-
27 at the half.
Coast Guard's pattern offense got baskets
from three different players to begin the
second half, as only Bill Fenkel's hoop kept
Trinity in front. But after the Cadets tied it
up at 37 with 5 minutes gone in the half,
Burks and Williams accounted for Trin's
next 8 points.
The Cadets kept close with their good
shooting, though, and an 8-1 flurry brought
them to within one with a minute left to play.
But Trinity, which had played slowdown
since the 11 minute mark, got another big
basket, this one a baseline jump shot, from
Burks to make it 60-57. Jim Sumler hit a free
throw, and Othar two more to secure the
final margin of victory.
Trinity sho.t 44% from the field to Coast
Guard's 46%, buta 41-31 reboudingedgean
wide free throw margin proved to belie
difference. Still, Coast Guard could do little
other than shoot against the Trinity zone
defense, and perhaps if the Bants had
employed a man-to-man the Cadets would
have been sunk. Furthermore, Williams was
constantly open under the basket, but no one
ever seemed to see him, or 'he was being
ignored. Such an inability to be flexible
could hurt Trinity in close games against
teams better than the Cadets, such as
Middlebury.
The Middlebury game last Tuesday was
an absolute opposite. There, Middlebury
sank 18 of 24 free throws, while Trinity
missed all five.
This game was also a close one the whole
way, but the Bantams suffered from the
virtual lack of scoring of all but two players,
Sokolsky and Williams, who popped from
the outside for 28 and 22, points.• respectively.
Furthermore, they were unable to penetrate
for inside shots, and so were torced to settle
for the lower-percentage longer shots.
Meanwhile the home team was getting
better shots and making them, as guards
Dave Pentkowski and Kevin Cummings
threaded their way through the Bantam
defense for 16 and 18 points. One great
mystery of this game was Bill Fenkel, Prior
to the game, Fenkel was the team's #2 man
in scoring and rebouding (behind Nat
Williams) and in field goal percentage
(behind Sokolsky), and was first in free
throws. Yet he did not start, was used
sparingly, and scored only 2 points,
The 3-5 Bantams play two games this
week. Tomorrow they travel to Union for an
8:00 game, then Saturday they entertain
Williams in the Ferris gym.
IV, Haven Downs Bants,
Trinity Rolls Bentley
By Murray Peterson
The Trinity Hockey Team kept its winning
record-intact as they coasted past Bentley,
4-1, after being upended by New Haven in
the most exciting contest of the season at
Glastonbury, 3-1.
Last Wednesday, the Bantams came out
flyipg, as they turned their finest opening
period performance of the season into a 1-0
lead. The goal came on a picture play as
Jono Frank sent Pete Taussig and Jeff Ford
away on a 2 on 1 break. Taussig drew the
defenseman over and flipped the disc to
Ford, who broke past his man and put a 15
footer into the upper left corner. They had
an excellent chance to make it a two goal
lead, but New Haven's Buddy Heaney made
a great stop on a Mark Cleary attempt while
the Bantams were a man down near the end
of the stanza.
, The Chargers, who had played a tough
game against Holy Cross the night before,
came to life in the second period, mainly as
a result of a rash of Trinity penalties. Only
some well-timed backchecking and sen-
sational goal-tending by Carl Norris kept the
score close.
Glenn St. Jean scored while lying on his
back out of a scramble in front at the 3
minute mark while on a power-play.
Both defenses were playing very ef-
fectively, with the visitors completely
stifling the Bantam attack in the middle
frame, limiting them to just 2 shots on net.
•Although they were taking the play to the
Bantam end repeatedly, the Chargers
couldn't break the tie until there were less
than two minutes left in" the period when
Scott Fera jammed one home from in close.
Both teams had some good opportunities
in the third period, with Trinity desperately
trying to tie it up, Another penalty proved
costly, though, as Wayne Finley provided
the margin of victory on another shot from
in close. Trinity Continued to press, but
Heaney was equal to the task. These two
teams meet again in New Haven in three
weeks.
Physically down and very overconfident,
the Bantams played poorly against Bentley
on Saturday, but that was more than
enough, as the 4-1 score does not show the
difference between the two teams. Coach
Dunham was happy the score was close for
one reason, since the Falcons will think they
can knock the Bantams off. (He compared it
to Fairfield, who were beaten only 10-6 last
year, then destroyed this year).
From the opening face-off, the Bantams
looked very uninspired and were skating at
less than full speed. Lack of hustle was also
very prevalent, but Rudy Montgelas made a
couple of good saves in the early going and
this seemed to get the team untracked.
Pete Taussig opened the scoring at 11:20,
taking a pinpoint pass-out from Jeff Ford
and firing a 20 footer into the upper right
corner.
Jono Frank tipped in a drive from the
point by Al Landry at 1:45 of the middle
period while on a power-play. (Landry,
incidently, is again leading the team in his
annual bid to accumulate the most penalty
minutes, although Mark Cleary has bad-
mouthed his way into second place with 33
minutes, just three minutes behind Captain
Crunch, or the great elbow or whatever else
he goes by).
Jim Lenahan increased the margin to
three as he scored on possibly the slowest 15
foot backhand shot ever recorded. It must
have taken at least five seconds for the puck
to nestle itself just inside the goal line.
The Bantams' final tally of the afternoon
came on another powerplay, as Bill Cun-
ningham took a good pass from Lenahan
and zinged a 40 footer home, hugging the ice
into the lower left corner for his first goal of
the season.
The Falcons' Craig Magner spoiled
Rudy's bid for a shutout with eight minutes
remaining as a Bantam defensive lapse let
him walk in unmolested to jam one under
Montgelas.
Even with such a lackluster effort, the
Bantams still outshot the Falcons, 39-20.
Just wait 'till next year.
Trinity puts its 5-3 record on the line this
week against Holy Cross and Yale J.V.'s,
the former game being played at 8 p.m.
tomorrow evening while the latter will be
contested down in New Haven at 2 p.m. on
Saturday. Make it a point to be there and
root them on!
Trinity
opponents
Net Stats
GP
Periods
GA
Ave.GA
Saves
• Ave.SPG
record
Norris
Montgelas
Total
44 59 103
24 33 57
66 165
55 126
6 16.5 21 3,82 203 36.91 3-3.
<f 7.5 3 1.20 A3 17.20 2^0
8 It 2<t 3.00 246 30.08 5-3
MIDDLEBURY
B F Pts
6 4 16 Penkowski
7 4 18 K. Cummings
3 0 6 Hayes
4 1 9 Elliot
2 0 4 Davidsn
0 0 0 Harvey
0 2 2 m Cummings
3 2 8 Persch
5 5 13 Nelson
30 18 78 Totals
TRINITY
B F Pts
3 1 7 Kleunn
5 4 14 Sokolsky
6 1 13 Williams
2 3 7 Sumler
2 4 8 Fenkel
0 0 0 Waters
6 2 14 Burks
24 15 63 Totals
TRINITY
BFPts
Klevan 10 21
 Burks 3 0 6
Waters 0 0 0
Soklsky 14 0 28
nWillmsU0 22
Sumler 4 0 8
sWillmsOOO
Finkel 10 2
tMcGurk2 04
36 0 73
COASTGUARD
B FPtS
Toenchard 1 0 2
Duncan 5 010
Shuck 7 317
Willhite 6 012
Mabill 4 0 8
Pelko 10 2
Deputy 3 0 6
27 3 57
Trin Chokes, 8-1
Toronto Squashes Jocks
Lenahan
Cleary
Fin^enstaedt
Taussig
FordV
: Frank
Hiioppj .
• Landry
Henderson:
. Brady
Koncz
GP
8 Game Stats
A P PEN PM
9 17
1 3 4 0
y e ,
Fisher :
Lynham
Qsgood
Cunningham
Stewart •.:. •
Norris, 0.
bench pen.
By Rapunzel
To the mindless masses who are suf-
ficiently bored to be reading articles about
the squash team from a mindless write
dumb enough to write them; here's what
happened to the squash jocks last week:
There was a large crowd on hand last
Thursday as the University of Toronto
pulled into the spacious confines of the
Trowbridge Memorial squash courts.
Everyone came to see exactly how bad this
nationally recognized team could demolish
our heroes. As the match progressed,
however, two factors placed it's outcome in
considerable doubt-to the delight of the fans.
First, the Trinity team, which has been
improving with each match, played the best
squash they have all years. Secondly,
Toronto, playing in their first match of the
season, wasn't quite as good as everyone
thought they would be. These two com-
ponents placed our team in a position that
has been alien to them throughout all of
their previous matches this season: They
had a very good chance of beating a fine
squash team. Our paladins rose to the
challenge in the only way they knew
how,...they choked.
Mac Davidson,-playing in the number one
position, lost the fourth and fifth games of
his match to lose 3-2....Danny Reese and
Tom Ricks (the "supersophs" who haven't
yet demonstrated to be anything but plain
"sophs") threw away nine game points
between them and lost their matches 3-
1.,..Captain Mai McColl lost his match 3-1
with two of the blown games in over-
time....Lance Maid lost his match 3-1 as
well....But despite everything mentioned
above, this week's biggest lumps in the
throat were taken by Kent Howard and
Mark Williams; both of whom were ahead z-
0 before punting the last three games.
Senior David Shirmer once again
provided the only shining light, as he held on
in the fifth game to defeat his opponent
15/10, 8/15, 15711, 10/15, 15/10. Aside from
the match with Colby last week which ...weu,
1 guess there's no point in trying to say
something nice about Colby this wee*
either, Shirmer is the only player on we
team with a winning record. In fact, except
for Colby Shirmer is the only player on tne
team who has won any matches at all..."ut
that's not a nice thing to say either is it?
Whatourteam needs right now is a li^e
nerve and some encouragement. The tor-
mer can be provided by some experience
with winning which should come very soon.
The latter can be furnished by us all. During
the coming week they will meet Amherst on
Wednesday. This is perhaps their biggest
match of the year. Friday and Saturday
there will be a round robin between
Wesleyan, Hobart, Bowdoin and Trinity at
Ferris; beginning at three o'clock on Friday
and ten o'clock on Saturday.
So, if you're still as bored as I am, instead
or reading this mess every Tuesday, WJ>
don't you come down and see why we waste
all this space in the Tripod every week tnai
could be used up by a picture of Alan Lan-
dry,
